
By: Amel Al-Ariqi

SANA’A, July 15 — The Director-
General of Yemen’s Desert Locust
Control Centre yesterday denied local
and international media reports that the
UN Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO) has delayed its locust eradication
operations in Yemen. 

“FAO did not delay its aid to Yemen,”
Abdu Fara Al-Romaih confirmed,
adding, “My statement was so clear to
the media. I said that the FAO opera-
tion’s airplane, which was supposed to
arrive at the middle of this month, had
not arrived yet, so we had to start com-
bating the locusts using our existing
capabilities. I did not say that the FAO
stopped its aid to Yemen. In fact Yemen
benefits in this dangerous situation from
extraordinary fast and efficient support
from FAO, in terms of material and
technical advice,” Abdu Farea con-
firmed.

Al-Romaih criticized the media,
which circulated that the latest bombing
in the governorate of Marib was the

main reason for the stop of FAO opera-
tions to fight locusts. He confirmed that
Yemen still has cooperation with the
FAO, stating, “We are expecting the
arrival of one spray airplane by the end
of this month latest.” 

The FAO warned a month ago that
Yemen faces its worst outbreak of crop-

devouring locusts in nearly 15 years. On
July 4, the FAO released a statement
that desert locusts had infested large
areas in the remote interior of Yemen
along the southern edge of the Empty
Quarter, stretching from Marib to the
border with Oman.

Continued on page 3

By: Yemen Times Staff

SANA’A, July 15 — Minister of tourism,
Nabil al-Faqih has revealed in a press
conference held Thursday, that around
RY200 million (million US Dollar) has
been allocated to highlight and improve
Yemen’s picture of Yemen abroad. “The
government would allocate more in com-
ing years,” he said. 

The minister’s statement came after he
signed three agreements for tourism pro-
motion with three European companies
including the Kleber from German, TQC
from Italy, and SRL from France.

According to these agreements, the
companies will carry out promotion cam-
paigns promoting tourism in Yemen tar-
geting both Yemenis foreigners. In addi-
tion, the companies translate tourism pro-
motion materials offered by the Yemen
Tourism Promotion Board in different
languages. 

This intensive campaign to promote a
more peaceful image of Yemen comes as

a consequence of the attacks on Spanish
tourists in Marib earlier this month. Al-
Faqih stated that foreign tourism in
Yemen was harmed after the latest terror
suicide attack on Spanish tourists in
Marib. He said that only some European
and American tourists changed their pro-
grams and canceled reservations after the
attack.

Continued on page 3

Yemen carries out damage control
The Yemeni Ministry of Tourism
has never been more eager to
enhance Yemen’s image abroad
than today. Especially with the
death of the eighth Spanish tourist,
two days ago, because of her injuries
in the Marib terrorist attack begin-
ning of this month. 
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A study on equal citizen-

ship indicates that the arti-

cles for equal citizenship in

the Yemeni constitution are

being tampered with, do

you agree?
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Do you think more oil

exploration would help Yemeni

economy or increase the rate

of exhausting natural

resources?

- More exploration is good for

economy

- It will increase national

income but the additional

income will be wasted

- No it will just exhaust our

resources
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yementimes.com/#poll

and have your voice heard
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By: Raidan Al-Saqqaf

SANA’A , JULY 15 — During a recent
interview with the Yemen Times, Mr.
Khalid Bahah, Minister of Oil, Gas and
Minerals stated that the current gradual
decline in oil production is the result of
Yemen’s reliance on two main blocks
for the production of oil – block 18
Mareb and block 14 Masila. In addition,

the country has been slow in drafting
plans to compensate for the foreseeable
decline in oil production. However, he
stated that his ministry launched an
extensive oil exploration campaign last
year in order to regain an increase in oil
production, emphasizing that the results
of this exploration campaign will not be
visible until 2009.

Continued on page 3

Bahah: Oil production
will increase by 2009

FAO has not delayed its aid to Yemen

According to Minister of Oil, Gas and Mineral Resources Khalid Bahah,
Yemen’s Oil and Gas prospects in 2009 is quite optimistic.  Crude oil
production is to reach 500,000 barrels per day; Extraction capacity from
current reserves will increase from 30% to 70%; and income from sale of
natural gas will reach US$ 1-2 billion per year.

Despite the speculations indicating Yemen would exhaust its natural

resources, Oil exploration is yet to rise.

Military forces lined up  in Sa’ada as a display of power.

By: Mohammed bin Sallam

SA’ADA, July 15 — Tribal sources revealed relative calm
dominates most Sa’ada districts and the committee in charge
of implementing the district-wide ceasefire agreement is
still in Sa’ada, save three members belonging to the Joint
Meeting Parties who returned to Sana’a last Wednesday. 

The sources added that the committee surveyed all sites
taken over by the army after being under the control of the
Houthis for over 5 months, adding that the Houthis handed
over the most strategic positions including Um Lila
Mountain located in Baqem district along the Saudi border
and overlooking Aleb border outlets. The mountain also
overlooks the international highway that links Yemen to
Saudi Arabia, passing by Sahar, Magz, Baqem, and parts of
Ghamer and Razih districts. Continued on page 3

While Houthis wait for truce implementation

Army takes over new positions 

Desert locusts had infested large areas in the remote interior of Yemen along the
southern edge of the Empty Quarter, stretching from Marib to the border with
Oman.
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SANA'A, July 15 — The committee of

the postage stamps had released seven

new issues of stamps, which consid-

ered an introduction to release them

from the Posts and Postal Savings

Corporation during 2007.

Faiz Saif Abdu, the General

Manager of Postal Affairs in Posts and

Postal Savings Corporation, stated that

the new issues include pictures that

register the Yemeni historical and

important events as well as characteris-

tics. There is a representation of the

tourist and archeological elements as

well as the natural beauty of the coun-

try, Yemen. He also confirmed that the

committee is very careful to release

postal stamps of historical and tourist

sites. In addition, he clarified that the

release is to meet the desire of stamps

collectors all over the world as well as

to introduce and promote the tourist

sites of Yemen. Further, he indicated

that the postal stamps, which are due to

be distributed nationally and interna-

tionally, represent an essential factor to

attract tourism in Yemen. 

According to Faiz Saif, the first

issue includes the release of two postal

stamps and picture cards about the

World Day of Human Rights. The sec-

ond issue releases 6 postage stamps

and picture cards about the unique

flowers as well as the wonderful views

in the natural protectorates in Yemen.

He also indicated that the next issue

will be embodied by issuing 6 postal

stamps about the sea life in Yemen

which has various and unique sea crea-

tures.

The fourth issue depicts the Yemeni

agate through 8 postage stamps and

picture cards which reflect the fame of

the Yemeni agate and its various kinds

nationwide.

Abdu went on to say that the corpo-

ration will release the fifth issue as 6

postal stamps as well as special cards

for the historical and archeological

mosques in Yemen including Al- Janad

Historical Mosque, founded by

Moa'ath Bin Jabal (the exalted com-

panion of Prophet Mohammed) in Taiz,

9 A .H. Al – A'mariah Mosque will be

included in the list, considering it as

one of the most important archeologi-

cal and historical places in Yemen. It

has been 318 years since founded.It

was built in 910 A.H. by the Sultan

A'mer Bin Abdulwahab Al- Dhaheri

during the reign of Al-Tahiriah .

He also pointed out that the seventh

release will include 6 postage stamps

and picture cards of useful and rare

insects which Yemen environment is

distinguished with, and proved by

international experts.

The seventh release has 5 stamps

and picture cards depicting historical

castles and forts in Yemen, showing the

Yemen civilization.

The general manager of the

Postal Affairs confirmed that the

releases of the corporations have a

large-scale concern on the part of

people enamored of stamps over

the world. The corporation allows

the circulation of these stamps

through the internet, the electron-

ic riyals etc.

It is worth mentioning  that  the

revenues of the postal stamps

increased during 2006 to 46 mil-

lions and 209  thousands RY in

return for 44 millions and 142

thousand RY , 693 RY during

2005  with increase percentage

reached 5%.

The postal stamps are considered as

the most important relationship used

by people while sending and receiving

mails. Therefore, the postal stamp

became as a currency because the writ-

ten price on stamp equals the postal

price for it.

It is mentioning that the first postal

stamp printed locally in Yemen was

issued in 1926 under the name of Al-

Motawakelia Kingdom.

In 1930, a postal stamp was issued

with international specifications and

standards. It was printed in Germany.

In 1937 another postal stamp was com-

ing out under the name of Eden in

English language at the time of British

occupation. And, there were many

issues like the stamp of the Arab South

Union in 1963. 

After the Yemeni revolution and

independence, the first stamp was in

March 1963 in north Yemen and the

first postal stamp, after independence

in Eden, was in May 1968.
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TAIZ
Joint twin passaway

July 13 — The joint-at-the-head

twins, born last week and share a

part of the brain, passed away yes-

terday. Doctors tried to save them

especially that one died one day

before the other with no use. The

head of the surgery at Al-Jumhouri

hospital in Taiz, where the babies

were born, said that there was a

very little chance that the the could

have survived.

SANA’A
500 university students 

trained in first aid

July 13 — The Yemeni Red

Crescent in cooperation with the

Medical Association of Sana’a

University’s College of Medicine

arranged training and education

programs on first aid and reproduc-

tive health targeting 500 university

students. The training, as well as

other filing courses, will take place

in three phases each will target

around 150 male and female stu-

dents. The training which lasts for

one month will take place at al-

Kuwait Hospital.

HADRAMOUT
35 university students avail

internship abroad

July 14 — The Science and

Technology University in

Hadramout will be sending 35 of its

students on internships this summer

to Arab universities. Twenty five of

the students will be sent to

Egyptian colleges, while four will

go to Syria, and six students will

head to Sudan. The internship is

one month long and will include

training and education in various

aspects within the educational

exchange program between the

technology university and its part-

ners in other Arab countries.

ADEN

How to prevent blindness

July 13 — Within the international

strategy to fight blindness 2020, the

Yemeni Ministry of Heath and

Population created a workshop

ending today on eye diseases and

precautions to prevent blindness.

Twenty eye specialists and MDs

from various governorates partici-

pated in the workshop.

Yemeni scientist investigate a

cure for diabetes

July 15 — Adel Al-Bakeeli is a

young Yemeni scientist who recent-

ly submitted a thesis on using cac-

tus to treat diabetes. The thesis was

submitted to Aden University as a

Master graduation research in

which he proved results on using

cactus to control the insulin inde-

pendent sugar in the blood. He used

lab animals to confirm the results

which if proved effective on

humans will be a leap in treating

this disease in Yemen especially

that cactus is a wide spread plant in

Yemen.

HUDEIDAH

Hundreds of Yemeni 

deported from KSA

July 12 — Hudeidah port, accord-

ing to Sahawa net, received 943

Yemeni citizens including women

and children who had residing in

KSA without complete legal

papers. Saudi authorities deported

the Yemenis after discovering their

existence in Saudi Arabia. The

authorities deported the Yemenis

by sea because of the huge influx

coming from Yemen through land

and that this way it can ensure they

do not return again to Saudi territo-

ries. 

AMRAN

Preventing random 

water well digging

July 15 — Amran Basin Committee

is working on mechanisms and

laws to prevent chaotic well dig-

ging in order to maximize the utili-

ty of underground water in the gov-

ernorate. The new preventive

mechanisms will include awareness

activities to clarify to the public the

risks of exhausting underground

water through random wells.

In brief
ADEN, July 15 — An informed secu-

rity source announced a two-million

bounty for the one who provides infor-

mation about those who implanted

explosives near a busy mall last

Monday in Aden. 

Aden security apparatuses foiled

explosives implanted beside Aden

Mall Center in Krater district after they

received information from citizens as

for the existence of strange stiffs in the

north point of the mall which is always

full of shoppers of different class and

gender.  

The same source assured that the

security apparatuses will continue their

hunting for those responsible for tar-

geting the center in order to meet their

fair punishment. 

Reacting to the incident and other

similar accidents, Deputy Prime

Minister and Minister of Interior

Rashad Al-Alimi pointed out that

Yemen's security is the responsibility

of all citizens who should cooperate

with security apparatuses for keeping

the country’s security. 

Al-Alimi further hinted that the ter-

rorist acts will not just disturb the

country's stability, but also harms the

national economy and badly affects the

on-going development.

SANA'A July 14 — following up the

demonstration arranged by the

Coordinating Council of the Military

Pensioners Associations in Aden, hun-

dreds of military pensioners demon-

strated in Sana'a last week, calling for

improving the pensioners' issue.

The military pensioners in Sana'a

formed their first cooperative, which

aims to coordinate with the pensioners

in all the governorates to call for their

rights, according to the Yemeni

constitution.

At the Police Officers’ Club, in

Sana'a, the pensioners held the first

meeting for their cooperative. They

asked the human rights organizations

and mass media to support them in

highlighting their problem so as to

attract the people’s attention. 

They also aimed to take their rights

which are mentioned in the Yemeni

constitution as well as to take what the

government has promised in its last

week. The promise was to set

comprehensive solutions to the issue of

the military pensioners and implement

the President Saleh's directives which

dictate resolving the issue of

pensioners.

The general chief of the official

military affairs in the ministry of

defense, Mohamed Al-Ansi ensured

that special military committees are

formed to implement the President’s

decision. Many centers are opened in

Sana'a, Aden, and Adalia governorates

to receive the military pensioners' files

from the all governorates.

“About 1200 military pensioners

were received in the period of July 7-

14. And, the official military affairs

have distributed applications to the

pensioners and released presses to the

pensioners’ finance offices to start

giving them what they deserve

according to the Law." Al-Ansi

explained.

The financial office will raise up

about 50 present to the basic salary of

the pensioners, starting from the end of

this month, as any working forces in

the country. 

Bigger demonstration was arranged

by thousands of military pensioners

from southern and eastern areas of

Yemen. They staged a sit-in on

Saturday, July 7, 2007 in Aden's

Parades Square, responding to the call

by the Coordinating Council of the

Military Pensioners Associations. 

The demonstrators chanted against

the restriction of freedom of speech

and the hindrance of the expression of

their opinion in peaceful way. They

also asked for reinstatement of all

military pensioners as well as

improving their life standards after

they were laid off since the civil war of

1994.

SANA'A, July 14 — Yemeni govern-

ment did not make use of 69 percent of

grants and donations provided by donor

countries over the period 2001-2005,

according to a report released by the

Economic Committee at the

Consultative Council last June.

The report indicated that Yemen

received, over the years 2001-2005,

about $565 million; however, the gov-

ernment exploited just 31 percent and

this caused donors to cancel the free

donations and reduce the upcoming

grants after they lost their trust in the

Yemeni government.

It also indicated a discrepancy in the

volume of exploitation at the level of

different sectors. Fish wealth sector just

made use of four percent of a total sum

mounting to $43.8 million and this

means that 96 percent was wasted. The

same thing applies to constructions,

transport, and highways sectors which

utilized just five percent. Electricity,

suffering continuous cuts, exploited 16

percent out of a total sum equal to $2.7

million. In addition, water and sanita-

tion sector wasted 60 percent of grants

with a total sum of $198 million. 

A relative utilization was recorded in

the Ministry of Education and the

Ministry of Higher Education and

Scientific Research, with a percentage

of 51 percent totaling $91.6 million.

The conflict over the ownership of the

Community College in Socotra, donat-

ed by The Emir of Kuwait, between

both Ministries caused Kuwaitis to halt

their finance, and such conflicts have

prevented Yemen from many similar

and free projects. 

Such situation was attributed mainly

to the lack of an objective government

policy that aims to direct the grants and

donations in a way that fits into the

society's needs. 

The report further criticized the con-

centration on buildings while disregard-

ing training, together with a total

absence of legislations that ensure an

efficient exploitation of donations and

grants. 

Loans too

Similarly, an official report by the

Consultative Council revealed late June

that there had been a total of $2 billion,

over the years 2001-2005, as loans,

most of which remained unexploited. 

The report hinted that just 18 to 19

percent, mounting to $255 million,

have been used while $1.5 million

remained unutilized. It also indicated

that Yemen repaid over $10 million in

debt services and interests for loans

unutilized. 

The frozen loans reached 18 out of

48 developments loans with a total

amount of $669 million.

Two-million bounty for
information on explosives

Government policies waste
69 percent of grants

Pensioners demonstrate 
for better conditions

SANA'A July, 14 — As a

continuation of the successes achieved

by the summer festival during the last

years, the 2007 Summer Festival

Exhibition is currently staged in Expo

Hall Sana'a during the period 17 July

to  August 2. More than 40 companies,

national and international, will

participate in the exhibition to meet

the citizens' needs. They will provide

house and office furniture as well as

appliances, clothes, accessories, and

gifts. 

Mr. O'mar Al-Nahmi, the marketing

manager in Apollo Company for

International Exhibitions, said that the

exhibition is annually staged during

summer vocation. He also added that

the participating companies come

from countries such as Yemen, Syria,

Egypt, and China.  

Al-Nahmi went on to say that the

Apollo Company sought through this

exhibition to specify annual occasions

for special exhibitions in order to

facilitate, to the customer,  who can

take the appropriate purchasing

decisions,  the available commodities

in these occasions.  The exhibition is

accompanied by the Third Summer

Festival for families, in which a lot of

associations, schools, and summer

centers participate. Also,

entertainment parties and cultural

competitions are performed during the

festival.

Summer Festival in Expo- Sana'a

SANA'A, - July 14 — The general

director in the civil defense, Ismael

Mohammed, denied what some mass

media reported that the number of the

washed cars was seven and five houses,

in the great mosque zone, were

destroyed. "The statistic that published

in many official and private mass

media was incorrect."  Mohammed

ensured.

However, at least 2 cars were

washed away in flash floods caused by

heavy rains in the main water stream-

ing amid the capital, Sana'a. The

floods, which took place on Monday

and whose level reached three meters,

were flown from east and north of

Sana'a into the main water streaming

amid the capital.

According to the latest official report

for the civil defense, two houses were

collapsed in Noqum area and four per-

sons were injured, Mohammed stated.

The civil defense in the capital

Sana'a reported that the profusely flow-

ing floods has led to washing away two

cars in the main water passage in

Sana'a, however, the five persons,  who

were  inside the cars, were rescued.

"The civil defense team was able to

alleviate the damages and save the peo-

ple entrapped." Mohammed said.

The flood caused a downfall drain

and resulted in traffic bottleneck on the

main street of Bab Al-Yemen in the

capital Sana'a, according to the person

in charge of the disaster administration

in the civil defense, Mohammed

Shaba`en.

Additionally, Khiald Al-Sanhani, an

eye witness, commented that the team

of the civil defense came to the loca-

tion of incident a little bit late, howev-

er, with the participation of the locals;

they could save the entrapped people. 

Receiving help from citizens is a rea-

son for making the civil defense, to

great extent, come to the accident loca-

tion on time "many times we receive a

helping hand from citizens who pro-

vide correct information, which help us

behave in a timely manner. However,

sometimes, we receive misleading

information which hinder our work and

cause late conduct."  Mohammed

Shaba`en pointed out to the Yemen-

times.

The official report mentioned that

within the past two days; Sunday and

Monday, heavy rains dropped   in the

capital Sana'a as well as many gover-

norates and caused causalities in differ-

ent areas, three persons killed in

Dhamar and five persons killed in Lahj

governorates while about seven per-

sons were injured in Sana'a.

Civil defense denies flash floods reports

By: Moneer Al-Omari

SANA'A, July 15 — Reacting to a

report released recently by the US

Department of Treasury and concerned

with the money laundering, the Head

of the Anti-money Laundering

Committee at the Central Bank of

Yemen Ahmed Ghaleb assured that

Yemen is not a center for money laun-

dering or financing terrorism, hinting

that the American report is inauthentic. 

Ghaleb noted that the information

upon which the US Department of

Treasury relied while preparing the

report is not correct as Yemen is not a

regional or international financial cen-

ter and it has a limited economy. 

He added that all money transfers

and orders are observed by the con-

cerned authorities within the frame of

laws that control the mobility of capi-

tals, stressing that Yemen is not a suit-

able environment for money launder-

ing.  

Meanwhile, the Anti-corruption

Committee announced, by the end of

the last month, that it had finished the

preparation of a united law draft on

money laundering, drugs, and crime in

collaboration with international

experts. 

Ghaleb noted that an American team

of seven members, which represents

the Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Justice and Finance Ministries, visited

Yemen last year and paid field visits to

all Yemeni financial institutions ; how-

ever, it issued no report at that time,

which is a positive sign according to

Ghaleb. 

He further noted that any embezzle-

ment issues do not come under money

laundering, but rather corruption issues

and to be resolved by the judiciary. 

A report by the Treasury Department

named Yemen as a center for money

laundering and terrorism funding in the

area. It noted that law enforcement

agencies encountered common pat-

terns and concentrations of Informal

Value Transfer System, known as

IVTS, directed at areas with non-exis-

tent, unaffordable or untrustworthy

financial institutions.

Moreover, the report recorded dif-

ferent shapes for making money laun-

dering and this includes opening fake

bank accounts under commercial

names, cash deposits, as well as money

orders made in exchange institutions

and away from the observance of the

Central Bank. 

The American government directed

a harsh criticism to the Yemeni govern-

ment as it does not enact the role of

units concerned with combating

money-laundering, particularly when

these units lack in a data base. 

Different national and international

reports criticized the embezzlements

and corruption rampant in government

sectors especially in taxes, oil, and cus-

toms sectors. 

US Dollar to raise against Yemeni

Riyal  

Different national and international

observers of Yemeni market assured

that the US Dollar value will raise

against the Yemeni Riyal. In addition,

it is expected that a US Dollar will

increase to YR 207 by the end of this

year. 

Yemeni reserves of hard currency

are limited and primarily stocked

through oil resources, something that

is not secure and depleted. The volume

of other sources for hard currency as

expatriates' transmissions represents a

very small percentage of income

sources. 

However, the Central Bank assures

that it follows a certain policy based on

supply and demand, and interferes at

the due time to prevent any increase of

US Dollar value against the Yemeni

Riyal.

US report on money 
laundering creticized

Releases of seven new postage stamps 

Stamps issued on World Football Cup 2002

(Left) and representing the status of

Ma’adi Karib 800 B.C. (right)



Bahah: Oil production will

increase by 2009

“We know that block 18 Mareb began

production over 20 years ago, and the

expectation for the last five years indi-

cates that the current production of

that block should be zero. This means

that, in theory, there should be no pro-

duction from block 18 Mareb now, and

we should’ve been ready for this,” Mr.

Bahah stated, adding, “Our current

expectation is that Yemen’s oil produc-

tion from these two main blocks will

be zero by 2011. The difference is that

now we have a number of prospects,

and explorations in several new blocks

are very promising.”

He also stated that previous explo-

rations have been very slow and find-

ings weren’t worth mentioning, adding

that the current challenge is to stabilize

and increase oil production within the

next two years. He further revealed

that the number of exploration blocks

has increased from 26 blocks in 2006

to 40 blocks this year, and hopefully

by next year if the success rate of

exploration activities reaches an aver-

age of 25 percent, Yemen will be able

to push production back to 400,000

barrels per day.

However, Mr. Bahah commented

that Yemen’s target is to produce

500,000 barrels per day by 2009, and

the strategy to reach that target is a

realistic one and depends not only on

heavy exploration activities, but also

on the introduction of new technology,

which will allow for an increase in

production from the same blocks. He

stated, “Current drilling and produc-

tion technology allows you to extract

around 30-35 percent of your oil

reserves, however, new technological

equipment will allow you to extract up

to 70 percent of the oil reserves, which

might potentially double production in

particular blocks.”

In a statement made to Al-Thawra

Official newspaper dated January 16,

2005, previous Minister of Oil, Dr.

Rashed Baraba’a stated that geological

surveys indicated that Yemen is about

to launch a campaign to increase

exploration activities and oil produc-

tion from blocks 43, 9 and 20, adding

that Yemen’s oil production will con-

tinue to increase. This was contrary to

official reports, which indicated that

Yemen’s oil production was suffering a

gradual decline and that exploration

activities were sluggish.

It is worth mentioning that the cur-

rent production of block 18 Mareb

stands at around 60,000 barrels per

day, while block 14 Masila’s produc-

tion stands at roughly 200,000 barrels

per day. Yemen’s current oil reserves

exceed four million barrels.

FAO has not delayed its aid to

Yemen

Yemen Times reported on the 15th

July: “Locust numbers are likely to

increase dramatically as a second gen-

eration of breeding continues in these

areas. Agricultural crops in Wadi

Hadhramaut and other areas, including

the Sana’a highlands could be at risk.” 

In response to the locust threat,

Yemen submitted a request to the FAO

in early June to provide the country

with aircrafts in order to eliminate

widespread locust infestation, which

struck farms in eastern provinces,

causing rousing fears of a locust

swarm invasion in neighboring coun-

tries.

“There are now 13 survey and con-

trol teams in the field, including more

than 100 men, equipped with all tech-

nical material, spray equipment, and

35 vehicles in the areas in which the

locusts are most prevalent. Those

teams, who have been distributed in

Shabwa, Hadramout, and Marib, were

able to eliminate the infestation in the

area estimated at 6000 hectares so far,”

Al-Romaih clarified. 

However, a new and exceptionally

rare invasion of locusts is expected

during the next weeks from the desert

of the Empty Quarter, which stretches

from Saudi Arabia. Yemeni Deputy

Agriculture Minister Abdel Malik al-

Arashi reported that the Yemeni gov-

ernment has since asked for regional

and international help to face “a dan-

ger which threatens large agricultural

territories in the region of the Arabian

Peninsula.”

Since the very first alert in January,

the government of Yemen has dedicat-

ed more than 50 million Yemeni Riyals

(approx. 250,000 USD) to fight desert

locusts. The United Nations

Emergency Reserve Fund has allocat-

ed 2.4 million USD towards fighting

the spread of locusts.

Yemen experienced locust infesta-

tions in 1986, 1987, and 1993, the lat-

ter being a particularly serious out-

break. However, outbreaks in 2002

and 2004 were successfully controlled.

It is worth noting that, according to the

FAO, a very small section of an aver-

age locust swarm eats the same

amount of food in one day as about

2,500 people 

Army takes over new posi-

tions 

During the war, the national army

made many attempts to reclaim this

area from the Houthis, yet their

attempts were unsuccessful due to the

area’s rugged terrain coupled with

fierce resistance of the Houthis. 

From the beginning of last week, the

Houthis handed over 53 positions and

abandoned checkpoints established

during the war. The handing over of

Um Lila Mountain occurred in con-

junction with the recent calm wit-

nessed in Sa’ada after raised tension

recorded last Tuesday and Wednesday. 

Meanwhile, relations between

Houthi leaders and the government-

appointed committee were proving

unproductive, as both parties

exchanged accusations of breaching

the truce. In addition, Houthis accused

the committee of being biased in favor

of the government. 

Sources close to the committee men-

tioned the Qatari delegation included

within the committee was directed not

to give any press statements, declining

also to speak about the stance of the

Qatari delegation and hinting they are

unsatisfied with the positive achieve-

ments made so far, as they have not

reached the level intended at this point. 

Despite fears among Yemeni people

regarding the renewal of battles in

Sa’ada, close sources have indicated

that the Houthi leader Abdul Malik Al-

Houthi sent a letter last week to

President Saleh, describing the letter

as a good attempt at reducing lingering

tension between the two parties. In

addition, continuous communication

between President Saleh and different

political parties is being sustained in

the hopes that it will help put an end to

the existing war and prevent further

shedding of Yemeni blood. 

Timed with the combined efforts

exerted by the mediation committee,

various dignitaries and tribal sheikhs,

media sources spoke of violent con-

frontations between the Houthis and

the army in Sahar district’s Al Salah,

with similar battles reported in

Nashour. However, the battles between

both warring sides did not leave

causalities. 

Houthi elements and the army

exchange occasional accusations of

breaching the ceasefire. The commit-

tee members, who are just 10, face a

lot of obstacles to observing and mon-

itoring developments and breaches

that are sporadically committed. 

Houthi field leader Abdul Malik Al-

Houthi assured that the political lead-

ership could put an end to the war and

mange the situation if it wished to do

so, noting that he along with his fol-

lowers are keen about the country’s

stability and security and that they

only resort to arms in self-defense. 

Stressing the success of the Qatari

mediation, Al-Houthi hinted that the

war’s renewal would be catastrophic

for both sides, a point he feels is down-

played by the committee members

who believe a renewed war will affect

the Houthis alone. 

“Yemen’s situation goes from bad to

worse and it is not in the interest of the

authority to start a new war,” asserted

Al-Houthi. 

In his statement to Al-Shar’e news-

paper, Al-Houthi criticized the com-

mittee for ignoring all the positive

steps made by the Houthis, including

their handing over all main outlets

leading to Saudi Arabia. 

He went on to say, “We asked the

committee to survey the whole gover-

norate to ensure our abandonment of

all positions according to the agree-

ment,” further revealing that the com-

mittee rejected to make any field visits

to areas abandoned by his followers. 

Moreover, Al-Houthi accused the

committee of favoring some military

leaders, overlooking the refusal of said

leaders to hand over houses of Houthi

members returning to their villages,

hinting that the committee relies on

reports submitted by the army without

verifying their authenticity. 

“As for the breaches, we demanded

forming a fact-finding committee with

legal and religious background to ver-

ify, but our demands were overlooked

by the committee,” Al-Houthi com-

mented. 

He maintained that the committee is

performing its “passive” supervision

from their closed room in Rahban

Hotel in Sa’ada city and his demands

concentrated on the execution of field

surveys to ensure their seriousness. 

He went on to accuse some commit-

tee members of lacking an impartial

attitude, claiming, “They do not deal

with us or accept any idea raised by us

even if it is logical.” 

As for the rejection of the mediation

by some of his followers, Al-Houthi

assured that some of his followers

complain of the committee’s impartial-

ity, especially when Houthi demands

are not met, even when they make pos-

itive steps, citing the refusal of nation-

al army leaders to hand over Houthi

homes and farms as an example. 

Refusing to label Houthis as “fol-

lowers,” Al-Houthi pointed out that his

fighters felt the committee’s task is not

that of peace as it attempts to displace

Houthis from certain areas while intro-

ducing the army in these same areas.

This is coupled with the continued

denouncement of positive steps taken

by Houthis via media forgery in order

to cover up for war continuation or

resumption. 

He added that the committee is

wrong when working according to the

aforementioned calculations, main-

taining his accusation of attempts by

military leaders to continue the war as

they amass an army, reinforced by

tanks and missile rockets, to replace

Houthis within all deserted sites. 

Al-Houthi referred to the Dhahian

city’s case wherein Houthis received

security members nicely and provided

them with residence only to be met

with continued military presence

around the city, noting that such con-

duct cannot be understood as peace-

making. 

The committee spokesman Yasser

Al-Awadhi indicated he is optimistic

about achieving success, especially

after President Saleh extended the

deadline two days with positive steps

achieved so far. Al-Awadhi hinted

there is some hope, particularly with

implementing the second article of the

Sa’ada ceasefire agreement. 

“Without doubt, Al-Houthi offered

some positive points, however, they

[the Houthis] have not reached an ade-

quate level especially when compared

to the duration of time we spent in

Sa’ada,” said Al-Awadhi, adding,

“Houthis have fears and some are jus-

tifiable while others are not.” 

President Saleh directed the com-

mittee to remain in Sa’ada until the

issue is resolved, a decision garnering

satisfaction among Sa’ada residents

who have begun returning back to their

homes after abandoning them when

hearing that the committee would

rescind the negotiations and fearing

the renewal of battles between the

army and the Houthis.

Local sources in Dhahian city men-

tioned that the meeting involving some

committee members, Houthi loyalists

and Dhahian residents relieved the res-

idents’ worry and made them feel

secure for the first time after the five-

month war. 

Yemen carries out damage

control

According to statistics of immigration

and passport authority, only 10 to 20

percent of reservations have been can-

celed. He mentioned that He said that

Yemen is promoting tourism through

its 28 embassies abroad as well as

through 25 offices belong to the

Yemenia Airways Company.

Security measures and one more vic-

tim

Security measures have been taken in

cooperation with interior ministry “To

deploy tourist police based on the

Security Deployment Strategy.

Emphasizing on the need to qualify

tourist police and secure tourist sites.” 

One of the Spanish victims of the

recent terrorist attack, María Asunción

Vitorica, was pronounced dead last

Saturday.  Director of the intensive

care unit, Dr. Nabil Youri, MD, said

that Maria was pronounced dead

around 3 a.m. Yemen time, two days

after her brain activity stopped. The

doctor said that her vital signs dimin-

ished thereafter and during the last few

hours her heart started to show signs of

weakness and failure.

Following the announcement of

Vitorica’s death, Spanish authorities

sent an aircraft to Sana’a in order to

transport the deceased back to Spain

for burial.

On another front, investigations

have revealed that Egyptian terror sus-

pect, Ahmed Basyouni, who was killed

during an exchange of fire with the

police Thursday, July 5th, used to go

by the alias Ahmed Mustafa, and was

interrogated 11 days prior to his arrest

on suspicion of links with Al-Qaeda.

His house was searched based on a tip

given by an informant who claimed

that Basyouni was a terrorist. The

search proved inconclusive and

Basyouni was released from police

custody.

According to Al-Wasat newspaper,

eyewitness accounts indicate that

police forces allowed Basyouni’s fam-

ily to evacuate the house, and prom-

ised to let him surrender himself, due

to the statement of his wife who told

the police that he was already injured

and bleeding as a result of the

exchange of fire. However, the police

closed the door of the house and

resumed the exchange of fire, which

was followed by the explosion of a

hand grenade that left Basyouni’s body

shattered and blood spatter all over the

room.

Neighbors told Al-Wasat that

Basyouni seemed to them an innocent

man who suffered from several illness-

es and his family suffered from pover-

ty, his limited income as an accountant

barely covering living expenses.

They added that a single solider

could have arrested Basyouni and that

the use of excessive force was unnec-

essary, raising suspicions amongst

them.

Chief of Police for Mareb gover-

norate, Mohammed Al-Ghodra, stated

that the investigation and evidence

from the scene of the terrorist attack

indicate that the terrorists used mainly

compressed oxygen cans, used in hos-

pitals, to cause the explosion.

Additionally, they utilized TNT pack-

ets to blow up the oxygen cans and

used several 132mm-size bombshells

to cause maximum damage. Al-

Ghodra added that Yemeni authorities

are cooperating with Spanish investi-

gators and are working on using DNA

evidence to figure out the exact identi-

ty of the terrorist.
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� Performance-Based curriculum for 5 years of age through secondary school

� Personalized education/small class sizes run by highly qualified & experienced teachers

� Over 40 computers available for student use, and computer instruction for all ages

� Extensive after school activity program involving music, art, craft, drama, & sports

� Advanced Placement (AP) college level courses available for qualified students

� Graduates attend American, Canadian, European, and Middle Eastern universities

� Specific age appropriate experiences for 2, 3 and 4 year olds

� Attractive premises near the French Embassy including a garden and play area

� Certified experienced British teacher assisted by paraprofessionals

� School hours are from 7:55 a.m. to 12:00 noon (Saturday through Wednesday)

� Arabic program from 12:00 noon – 2:30 p.m.
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Beautiful purpose-built facilities on a spacious 34 acre site in a countryside setting.

Sports facilities include soccer and softball fields, basketball and tennis courts.

Large indoor multi-purpose area for volleyball, basketball, badminton, gymnastics,

table tennis, musical and dramatic productions.

Bus service available.

Main CampusMain CampusMain CampusMain Campus
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Accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools (MSA)Accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools (MSA)Accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools (MSA)Accredited by the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools (MSA)
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IMMEDIATE

JOB OPENINGS 

SAFER EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION OPERATIONS

COMPANY (“SEPOC”)

SEPOC is the Republic of Yemen’s leading national oil and gas Company. It is the

upstream Operator of Yemen’s premier Marib Block (18) and largest and second

largest producer of gas and oil in the country respectively.

After an impressive year of achievements, SEPOC is embarking on an aggressive

growth plan.

As part of its expansion project, SEPOC is currently seeking to expand its workforce

by hiring the following talented, qualified and dedicated professionals who desire a

fulfilling and rewarding career with a growing and outstanding organization:

1.  Job Title: Petrophysicist Trainee

2- Job Title: Geologist Trainee

3- Job Title: Geophysics Trainee

4- Job Title: Reservoir Engineer Trainee

5- Job Title : IT System Engineer

6- Job Title: Exploration & Development Technical Assistant

Job Details of the above and other positions are posted on ‘Careers’ at

SAFER’S Website: www.sepocye.com.

To apply and process your application and CVs online for the above positions,

please visit SAFER’S Website. 

Continued from page 1
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By: Hana Al-Sanhani

For Yemen Times

“A“A
child gave

birth to a

child,” Rania,

a fourteen-

y e a r - o l d

mother described herself. One year ago

she was married off to a man 15 years

older than her. Even before she got

pregnant, Rania described her married

life as difficult and confusing.

On a late Wednesday night, Rania’s

labor began and she was rushed to the

hospital. After a long, painful ordeal

and surgery, she gave birth to a small

baby girl. The doctor informed her

father and husband that she had suf-

fered from severe tears in the womb

and birth canal because “her body was

not ready to bear a child”.

Early marriage is said to be one of

the main social problems within Yemen

due to its alleged negative impact on

both the physical and mental health, as

well as on many other aspects of a

young woman’s life.  Many organiza-

tions have carried out studies to sup-

port their allegations as to the harmful

effects of early marriage. The objective

of such studies is to produce findings,

backed by relevant specialists, which

will encourage the abandonment of

such a practice. “We should analyze the

background of this phenomenon and

see why it takes place in order to be

able to fight it,” stated Hooria

Mashoor, Deputy Chairperson of the

Women National Committee, which

has carried out a study on this issue.

The study included 1,495 young

people in Hodeidah and Hadramout

governorates, which, according to the

study, are the Yemeni governorates

where early marriage is most common.

Figures showed the spread of early

marriage as 52.1 percent among

women compared to 6.7 percent among

men in the two mentioned gover-

norates. 

The people included in the study

expressed their desire to establish a law

specifying a minimum age for mar-

riage. This could possibly prevent the

negative consequences of early mar-

riage faced by young Yemenis as well

as on development in general.

The study also showed that illiteracy

increases by 43 percent among women

who marry at an early age, affecting

national productivity as a whole.  An

academic study conducted in April of

this year revealed that 70% of people

who had an early marriage were

between 10 and 17 years old at the time

of marriage. 

Cause and effect

Researchers and specialists agree that

the biggest contributing factor to this

problem is poverty. This is why early

marriage is most common in Hodeidah,

which, if it is not the poorest gover-

norate, is one of the poorest. Poor fam-

ilies are anxious to relieve themselves

of the economic strain of caring for

daughters and hence marry them off at

the first opportunity presented.

The studies explain that there is a

marriage age difference between rural

and urban areas. The occurrence of

early marriages decreases in urban

areas compared to rural areas in per-

centage while the average age for mar-

riage in rural areas is less (12 - 24

years) compared to cities (15 – 28

years). A seminar carried out in June on

the same issue revealed that 70% of

early marriages take place in rural

areas compared to 30% in urban areas.

In rural areas, the males are more

likely to get married at a young age

because of circumstances specific to

rural living, which does not depend on

education or getting a job in the formal

sector. Boys marry as early as 17 years

old because of the importance of creat-

ing a family and bringing new free

labor to work in the family farms. This

is seen as more important then pursu-

ing a formal education.

Second to poverty, social and reli-

gious factors play a strong role in pro-

moting early marriage, especially

among girls. Hadramout governorate is

one of the most socially and religious-

ly conservative areas in Yemen. In such

communities there is a common con-

cern that a girl must be married off

before she loses her virginity in an un-

honorable way. Specialists link early

marriage with the societal behaviors

that dominate and control the sexual

life of women. Proverbs in the Yemeni

tradition confirm this speculation. For

example, the proverb, “Bint al-Thaman

Al-yaiha al-Dhaman,” means “The girl

of eight is guaranteed,” in terms of vir-

ginity and no experience with men.

Early marriage is said to affect the

young mother physically and emotion-

ally, causing her to lag behind in her

personal and career development and

feel insecure in her marriage. It is also

said to violate the girl's right to formal

education because in most real life

cases, the girl drops out of school once

married.

In addition, there is the effect on her

general and reproductive health.

Medical studies show a strong correla-

tion between early marriage and moth-

er and infant mortality, difficult and

prolonged labor, under weight new-

borns, malnutrition, stunted child

growth, neurological diseases, and

increased susceptibility to infection.

According to the Child Rights

Convention that Yemen had ratified,

Articles 24, 28 and 34 ensure the right

to education, good health, and preven-

tion of sexual exploitation of the child. 

Advocacy and Support

The Yemeni network combating vio-

lence against women, known as

SHIMA, last year launched the first

awareness campaign against early mar-

riage in cooperation with the Yemeni

Women’s Union and other civil society

organsiations. The campaign, backed

by doctors, psychologists, lawyers, and

religious scholars aims at creating

increasing support for the dissolution

of early marriages and mobilizing the

community to raise the age of marriage

for boys and girls. The network advo-

cates for a minimum marriage age of

18 for both males and females.

Religious men in the group state that

delaying the age of marriage is not

against the principles of Islam so long

as it is in the best interest of the youth

and the society at large.

In their recent meeting at the end of

last month, SHIMA devised a strategy

and advocacy plan targeting members

of Parliament in order to amend Article

15 of the Personal Status Law which

concerns marriage yet does not define a

minimum age for marriage. The net-

work hopes to pressure the Parliament

to adopt 18 as a minimum age for mar-

riage for both males and females, along

with implementing a serious monitor-

ing mechanism to insure compliance

with the marital age requirement.

Lawyers advocating for the enact-

ment of such an amendment argue that

current laws contradict Article 23 of

the International Convention on Civil

and Political Rights, Article Two of the

Child Rights Convention, and Article

16 of the Convention on Elimination of

All Forms of Discrimination Against

Women. This is keeping in mind that

Yemen was one of the first countries to

ratify all international conventions

mentioned above.

People’s Reactions

Before SHIMA launched their cam-

paign, heated debates took place as to

what is the expected reaction from the

society and whether there will be cam-

paigns of opposition promoting early

marriage especially in conservative

areas.

A father of five girls from Sana’a

commented that he believes early mar-

riage is a dangerous practice and is

triggered by lack of education and reli-

gious misconceptions. He argued that

20 is the best age for marriage for both

boys and girls.

In contrast, a religious preacher

argued the opposite. He endorsed his

argument for early marriage through

the example of the Prophet

Muhammad, peace and blessings of

Allah be upon him, who married

Aa’ishah when she was nine years old.

When reminded that Prophet

Mohammad also married Khadijah

when she was 40 years old, he brushed

the topic off.

Regardless of what people think,

especially the fathers, those who matter

the most are the children, male and

female.

Rania looked with envy from her

window at the children of her age play-

ing in the street, glancing every now

and then at her newborn sleeping

beside her. One day, not so long ago

she was one of those children giggling

so happily and today here she is,

wounded body and burdened spirit

with a responsibility way beyond her

years.

A mother a little too soon

She got married when she was 13 years old. now she is a mother to a three-years-old child.



The New Intake for the Academic Year 2007/2008 in the following Domains:

2 years Diploma Degree after

High School
Separate campus for female students

includes most colleges except 

(Electronic Engineering, Architecture

Engineering, Civil Engineering)

Distance Learning Programs

THE WAY TO A BETTER FUTURE...

University of Science
and Technology

University of Science
and Technology

Announces

Headquarters 3161

Faculty of Medical Science 4129

Faculty of Science and  Engineering: 5130

Faculty of Social and Administrative Science 6133

International College 4201 - 4108

Female Students campus 3122

Distance Learning 6105

Taiz Branch 04 272183

Ibb Branch 04 417713

Aden Branch 02 231151

Hodeidah Branch 03-230969

Hadhramout Branch 05 327116

Al-Jawf Office 06 342929
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General Tender

Announcement

Number (5) Year 2007

For The second Time

Yemen Radio and TV Corporation announces tenders for the following:

- Supply, Supervising, Installation, Testing, Hand-over and

Guarantee of Medium wave 600 K. watt Broadcasting

Transmitter along with Transmission line and accessories for

second Broadcasting program in Aden.

Interested specialized and manufacturing companies in this field are to

come to the corporation’s premises – engineering sector, projects

department in Sana’a near the Ministry of Public Health and Population

during official working hours in order to obtain the tenders documents.

Tender fees: Non-refundable US$ 500. An additional $100 is charged for

optional postal delivery.

General conditions:

1. Primary guarantee of 2.5% of the total tender cost and valid for 120

days from the date of opening the envelopes.

2. Valid tax card for 2007.

3. Valid commercial registration card for 2007.

4. Valid Insurance card for 2007.

5. Valid Alms (Zakat) card for 2007.

6. The envelopes are to be sealed in red wax.

7. Commitment to the general and special conditions stated in the tender

documents.

Place and date for opening the envelopes:

The envelopes are to be opened at 11 AM on Saturday morning 25/8/2007

at the corporation premises.
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WWords of ords of WWisdomisdom

One of the major changes needed in

the reform process is to establish some

degree of accountability. To weed out

the bad elements is an important step,

not only for the system to regain

credibility and prestige, but also to

help speed up the development

process.

Prof. Abdulaziz Al-Saqqaf,
(1951 - 1999)

Founder of Yemen Times

OUROUR

OPINIONOPINION

II
have read a recent news article on the

disabilities in Lahj, which is a small town

in South Yemen; around 40 minutes drive

from Aden. Last week, Rada Barnen Save

the Children – Sweden funded training,

which comes after a survey conducted in the

governorate covering 21 areas and including 386

families, for mothers of disabled children. 

According to the news report, the survey,

which included children suffering from chronic

diseases such as leukaemia, Haemophilia, kidney

failure, cardiac problems…etc, concluded that

there are 625 cases of disabilities found in the

surveyed area. 

In 386 families, 625 disability cases were

found. Can you imagine the gravity of this

number? This means every family had at least one

case of disability on average. 

I can’t confirm the accuracy of these numbers,

but unless the percentage of error is more than

70%, which is still scary.

The director of the special needs association in

Lahj, who conducted the survey, commented on

the difficulties his team had when collecting the

data. He also indicated that in addition to the

scattered villages they had to cover, many of the

families were hardly educated and were

suspicious of the survey and its team. Further, he

pointed out that some families refused to

cooperate with the researchers. “They refused to

tell us the number of children in the family,

fearing the results would yield a negative impact

on their families,” he commented. 

Amusingly, the team not only had a hard time

with the remote areas, the heat, the families, but

also with the stray dogs which had given the

researchers the fright of their lives.

Children are our future. With such a high

percentage of disability this future is harmed.

Many of the reasons behind disabilities have to do

with education and healthcare provision.

Taking care of our children is much more

important that the political disputes and the

political party conflicts that take up the news

every day. 

More than one disabled child per family in Lahj

is something that should not be taken lightly. It is

a problem that should be dealt with immediately

and on the highest level. For the sake of our

children, for the sake of our future.

Beyond politics

Nadia Al-Sakkaf
Editor-in-Chief

First Political bi-weekly English

Newspaper in Yemen. Founded in

1990 by Prof. Abdulaziz Al-Saqqaf
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II
t is easy for one to say that

any democracy cannot

develop or prosper unless

there are real democrats.

The real democrats are

those who attempt to establish a

community where members enjoy

equal basic rights accrued to

human beings. These democrats

perceive that rights have something

to do with the sufficient

responsibilities. 

The real democrats are those

who differentiate between

democracy and chaos. They

sacrifice what they have for the

sake of democracy to develop and

prosper but never exploit or use

democracy for their personal

interests. They work hard for

serving their nation without any

distinction between nationals in

terms of religion, race, color, sect,

ethic, tribe, or area, and their noble

goal is that all Yemenis lead good

and safe life.

On the other hand, the unreal

democrats don’t make any

distinction between the national

and personal interests and never

fell ashamed deceiving their

country due to their malice and

animosity toward the regime. They

use the democratic slogans in order

to obtain material or political gains. 

The unreal democrats are those

who have a strong desire to

monopolize power and eliminate

others from any government posts.

They don’t feel ashamed when

spreading fabricated rumors that

pay harm to the nation and never

accept to sacrifice anything in

favor of their homeland. They only

lag after their personal interests and

gains. 

The unreal democrats don’t

accept any equality between people

in basic rights such as suffrage (the

right to vote) or the right to

nominate themselves even within

their political parties and

organizations under the pretext that

there is a difference in religion,

race or area. When these people

exercise their electoral right, they

do so according to previously made

lists. If the democratic practices

contradict their personal interests,

they don’t hesitate to machinate a

coup against these practices.

Speeches of the in authentic

democrats tend to magnify the

characteristics of regionalism,

tribadism, and racism at the

expense of the national interests

and the human values. We find that

their behavior implies partiality

toward certain areas or tribes

without any clear reason or

justification. 

The unreal democrats work on

creating situations of conflicts and

human right abuses and insinuate

the marginalized social groups by

saying they should enjoy their

rights more than any other groups.

No doubt that this leads to

contradiction of human rights. This

kind of people works on emptying

the electoral process from its most

important contents. This means

they plan to weaken transparency

and accountability via defending

their bystanders even if they are

corrupt. No doubt that this helps

corruption to spread rampantly. 

The unreal democrats tend to

ignore any success the government

is expected to reach and

concentrate on the negative aspects

of the government performance.

They did so in order to make the

democratic practices futile. They

don’t save any effort for posing

barriers to the economic

development. So, the real

democrats should confront such ill-

mannered people via expanding the

scope of democratic practices. Care

for dealing with the unreal

democrats, according to

democracy, is due to expose that

they only exercise prejudice or

claim something, which doesn’t

exist. 

The real democrats are needed to

expend sincere efforts to enhance

the basic human rights in the

community and encourage

members of the community to

abide by these rights. They should

continue building and developing

the institutions, which are able to

protect and defend these rights as

well as to help people enjoy their

rights equally. They are also

needed to confront and fight

corruption toughly and firmly. 

The real democrats are required

to review the form and content of

school curricula. This is essential in

order to confront any forces

supporting discrimination between

races, genders, and social layers, as

a result of the bad habits. This type

of democrats is needed to enliven

the mental and logical thinking that

aims to establish equality among

all people in having equal access to

human rights. They are expected to

work on changing some harmful

social behaviors, as well as to

clarify, to people, the bad

consequences of discrimination

even on the family. Parents have to

cease the practice of discrimination

between their children under any

circumstances. 

We expect the real democrats to

drop out any justifications of

discrimination between natives on

grounds of heritage tales and other

sources that were haughtily dealing

with discrimination. These

democrats should achieve all these

things via the process of updating

public culture, theater, books, radio

and T.V. broadcast and other means

that help replace marks of

discrimination by the principles of

equality in enjoying basic human

rights. 

The real democrats of Yemen are

advised to utilize the limitless

support they receive from the

political leadership. This is a fact,

and not an allegation, as President

Ali Abdullah Saleh is the first one

who fights regionalism, racism,

and sectarianism. He deals with his

proponents and opponents on the

basis of the national interest. He is

a real democrat by all means, and

this is why we should not be

concerned about democracy in

Yemen, as the fake democrats will

be exposed and Yemen will remain

for Yemenis.  

Source: Al-Thawra State-run Daily

By: Prof. Saif Al-Asali 

The real democrats

By: Ahmad Othman 

II
felt sad, disparate, and

frustrated when I heard of

Marib’s car bomb blast,

which killed seven Spanish

tourists and two Yemenis.

The victims were not killed or

injured in a brutal manner without

committing any sin, nor did they

expect that this would be their fate

in the country of belief and

wisdom, which they were happily

and safely visiting. 

Most of the victims were aged

men and women, who came to

Yemen with the intent of

overcoming despair of the time

being and compensate for fatigue

and weary of the old age. They

came to take a nice and clean

breath, visit Yemen’s historic and

ancient sites and return to their

families and children safely with

good impression about the Arab

country. They had been planning to

return home and tell their children,

relatives, and beloved ones about

the unique history of Yemen and

the hospitality of Yemenis. 

The victims might bear in their

minds the idea of recommending

their own government not to join

Bush-led barbaric wars against

Muslims and Arabs, as well as not

be like other European countries

that follow the American plans,

which create strong hatred

between them and Arabs. The

Spanish government did

something in favor of Arabs and

Muslims as it pulled out its

peacekeeping troops from Iraq,

thanks to pressure its people

exercised on it to stop contributing

peacekeepers to Bush’s dilemma in

the Mesopotamia. 

The innocent tourists visited our

country as guests from the official

entrance in order for Yemen’s

tourism agencies and vehicles

owners to benefit from their visit.

Their coming to Yemen was

expected to help create many job

opportunities for

some of the

unemployed. They

haven’t come to

Yemen with fighter

jets or destructive

rockets, contrarily

to the U.S. military

bases positioned in

our homeland to

attack Arabs and

Muslims. Why did

those innocent

Europeans become a

random target for

those who blindly

claim to be brave

whenever they are

merely cowards and

wrongdoers? 

Those coward

people allege that

they launch such

offensives in order

to horrify Israel

whereas the Zionist

state benefits from such acts of

vandalism by shaping a bad

impression and image of Muslims. 

This kind of vandalism against

the innocent tourists, irrespective

of their citizenships, ideologies or

religious affiliations, is a strong

and additional support for the new

conservatives. It will also help

raise Bush’s popularity that went

through various crises over his

invasion of Iraq.  This behavior

harms the reputation of Arab

governments, which never feel

concerned about the killing of

innocent civilians. 

The Arab states seem to benefit

from catastrophes and exploit their

territories to demonstrate much

totalitarianism, oppression and

corruption, and restrict freedom of

the press. 

The Spanish people took to

streets of main cities in a single

demonstration, which overthrew

the existing government and

replaced it by a new one in favor of

Iraq and against the US-led

invasion of the Arab country. On

the contrary, thousand blind

terrorist operations of this kind

failed to make any change in

consecutive oppressive and

totalitarian Arab regimes.  It is the

people who suffer the harmful

consequences of wars on the

Muslim and non-Muslim nations,

particularly those who fled their

homelands and sought asylum in

western countries. 

It is impossible, if not difficult,

for anyone to find any religious,

national, or human justification for

such terrorist attacks. The issue

raises several questions about the

influential parties and those who

stand behind or support such

barbaric acts that are merely in

favor of Bush, Blair, and their

policies, which trigger animosity

toward Arabs and Muslims.  

Source: Al-Sahwa Weekly

No for killing innocent tourists
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By: Samer
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bb University dismissed some

students because they did not take

part in the festivals of the unification

17th anniversary. After media reports

on such a scandal, the university

decided to halt such a decision. But, the

students were denied some scores which

were given to those who took part in the

event. What a shame? I do not think such

standards are found anywhere in the world.

Scores are given on the basis of academic

performance and competence rather than

taking part in activities which have nothing

to do with the university.

To add insult into injury, the universities of Thamar and Taiz

competed last week to run workshops on the "thought" of President Ali

Abdullah Saleh, celebrating the 17th July anniversary, the day in which

Saleh came to power. I felt very sad when I read in newspapers and

websites about such events. Do you know why? I do not object that

people pay homage to Saleh for what he did to his country. I do not

deny that he is a shrewd politician who did good things for his people

and failed to do many others. My objection is that Saleh is not a

philosopher or thinker or theorist whose philosophy or thought should

be debated in workshops where research papers are presented. They

could have put it the other way around and discussed the situation of

Yemen during Saleh's reign.   

I understand the organizers of such events are nothing but

hypocrites; they know themselves that Saleh has not produced an

ideology that can be subject to argumentations and debates. I guess

even the president will look down upon them and feels they are

insincere and their main goal is to strike his ego and exercise lip service

and nothing more. 

There are other more issues which need such exercise. Taiz, for

instance, is facing a lot of problems due to some diseases like typhoid.

Taiz University could have channeled such resources and efforts to

organize a workshop on typhoid, trying to serve the community outside

its campus. I was in Taiz last week and heard horrible stories about

typhoid and many other ailments Taiz people are going through. Taiz is

terribly thirsty and its streets badly need to be cleaned; its hospitals

need to be taken care of. Similarly, Thamar University could have done

the same and debated serious issues of concern to the ordinary citizens.

It is this way   such academic institutions be of service to the people

rather turning into hypocrites. Don't you think so?!     

Mohammed Al-Qadhi (mhalqadhi@hotmail.com) is a Yemeni

journalist and columnist.

By: Mohammed 
Al-Qadhi

When Academic Institutions

Exercise Hypocrisy
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26 September Weekly, Mouthpiece of
the Yemeni Army 
Thursday, July 12 

Main Headlines 
- No for terrorist plots, nor for harms,

nor for extremism against the nation,
says President Saleh 

- Republican Decrees appoint new
officials for road construction and
land management 

- National institution established to
care for the talented and creative
people 

- Health Minister: We implement the
new purchasing system of drugs and
medical equipment with GCC
member states 

- Chief of Marib Security Department:
detections identify tourist site
bombers 

- Anti-corruption Authority sets
deadlines for resolving public money
cases 

The army’s organ reported in a front
page article that Ahmad Mohammed
Al-Anisi, Chairman of the Anti-
corruption Authority, declared that his
authority has prepared the executive
bylaw for its duties and tasks. The
authority’s plan included establishing
relations with other government bodies
concerned with fighting corruption and
protecting public money from
embezzlers and corrupt officials. 

Al-Anisi added that members of his
authority hold regular meetings to set
mechanisms of their work, pointing out
that the law stipulated that the authority
gives top priority to resolving the
public money cases forwarded by the
judicial authorities. He confirmed that

the authority members have set a
deadline for settling any public money
cases in courts and prosecutions. 

Al-Sahwa Weekly, Mouthpiece of the
Islah Party 
Thursday, July 12 

Main Headlines 
- Yemeni Riyal price continues to

decline despite Central Bank of
Yemen’s intervention for tenth time 

- A draft law demands that citizens
have an access to official information 

- Maraqisha tribe gives local authority
in Abyan a final ultimatum to release
detained Sheikhs 

- Joint Meeting Parties’ symposium
discusses significance and reality
dialogue 

- Yemen Female Media Forum launch
a program on economic journalism 

- Aden authorities heighten security
measures following discovery of
explosives 

The weekly newspaper quoted Aden
sources as saying that security
authorities are hunting suspects charged
with attempts and plots to launch
offensives on big trade centers over the
past two days. The sources added that
security authorities are inspecting
various areas in the governorate in
search for suspects. The authorities
declared financial awards estimated at
YR 2 million for any individual who
provides information leading to the
arrest of terrorists. 

The newspaper went on to say that
authorities intensified security
measures to protect the state’s
institutions, diplomatic missions, trade

centers and tourist sites. According to
the sources, preliminary investigations
revealed that a taxi driver informed
police that he found explosives and
other suspicious devices in his car after
he drove two people to one of Aden’s
zones. 

Al-Raia Al-Aam Political
Independent Weekly, Voice of all
People 
Tuesday, July 10 

Main Headlines 
- Floods wash seven cars away,

damage 7 homes, uncover capital
city’s random planning 

- Third 2-day ultimate given to Sa’ada
rebels to quit their positions on the
tops of mountains and lay down their
arms expires 

- Prime Minister orders Health
Ministry to stop all the procedures
related with kidney transplantation
drugs 

- People having transplanted kidneys
appeal to President to rescue them 

- Parliament holds closed session for
assessing its performance, discussing
Tender Law 

- Interior Ministry heightens security
as police seizes explosives in tax 

According to the weekly, the Yemeni
Interior Ministry has intensified
security measures in the country main
cities after police on Tuesday seized
explosives in a taxi in the southern city
of Aden, a week after seven Spanish
tourists and two Yemenis were killed by
a suicide bomber. The taxi driver told
police that two men who hired his
vehicle on Monday had left behind

TNT explosives, detonators and a
gallon of petrol, a security official told
AFP on condition of anonymity.
Security has been tightened around
government buildings and Western
interests in Yemen, he added. 

The US embassy in Yemen said in a
statement it had stopped its employees
from travelling to the governate of
Aden until further notice. It urged all
US citizens to avoid the area and to
maintain a "high level of vigilance
throughout Yemen." The statement
added that embassy staff movements
had been restricted in the capital Sanaa
and trips outside the city had been
cancelled until July 14, when the
security situation would be reviewed.

Al-Methaq Weekly, Mouthpice of the
General People Congress (Ruling
Party)
Monday, July 9 

Main Headlines 
- Yemen signs agreement with Arab

Labor Organization to train local
labor leaders 

- Government opens three centers to
reinstate military service returnees 

- A Sana’a top tourism official
dismissed 

- Yemen and China sign three
agreements on cooperation in
minerals’ areas 

- Authorities criticize slogans raised
by army pensioners for allegedly
damaging the national interest 

- MC World Group of Companies
plans to establish big trade center in
Sana’a 

- Reconciliation committee gives
Sa’ada rebels another 48- hour

ultimatum to implement the accord 

The reconciliation committee
concerned with supervising
implementation of terms of the accord
reached between Sa’ada rebels, led by
Abdulmalik Al-Houthi and the
authorities, gave the rebels another 48-
hour ultimatum to quit their positions
on the summits of mountains and lay
down their heavy and light arms, the
ruling party’s weekly reported in a front
page article. It continued that several
local committees were formed for
collecting arms from rebels and
obliging them to abide by the accord.  

The weekly went on to say that local
sources told Almotamar.net that the
committee met prominent Sa’ada
sheikhs and tribal leaders in the
governorate, who in turn requested an
extension of the deadline by 48 hours to
persuade Al-Houthi loyalists to evict
their positions on the tops of mountains
and lay down their weapons in
conformity with the accord terms.
According to the sources, the previous
deadline came to an end without
reaching any fruitful results. They
added that the rebels are insisting to
break the accord and violate its terms.

Al-Wahdawi Weekly, Mouthpiece of
the Nasserite Unionist Popular
Organization (NUPO) 
Tuesday, July 10 

Main Headlines 
- Reconciliation Committee extends

ultimatum for Houthis to abide by the
accord terms by 48 hours 

- Military pensioners consider their
case a human right abuse due to

state’s wrong policies 
- Security authorities arrest members

of Al-Qaeda Organization before
carrying out their plot to bomb
targets in Shabwa 

- Taiz hospital receives twins joined at
head 

- Al-Sabri: Joint Meeting Parties
uphold behavior of army pensioners,
who are deprived of their legal and
constitution rights 

- Security forces release citizen while
Aden conference encourages
protesters to clash with policemen 

- At least 3 wounded as police open
fire on protesters to disperse them 

The weekly paper reported that at
least three people have been injured as
Aden policemen opened fire on
protesters, venting their anger at the
government for being indifferent
toward resolving the issue of army
pensioners. The police fired at
protesters with the aim of dispersing
them, thereby wounding three citizens,
who have been taken immediately to an
unidentified place in Khour. They were
not taken to the nearby hospital to
receive treatment. According to the
newspaper’s correspondent, the Aden
security authorities released Nasser Al-
Nawba, Head of Military Pensioners
Coordination Council, who was
arrested during his participation in the
protest. 

The newspaper quoted Aden sources
as saying that protesters quarreled with
policemen during the demonstration
with sticks and stones. The sources
mentioned that hundreds of locals from
different Yemeni eastern and southern
governorates, including army
pensioners, joined the massive protest.
They accused the authorities of
violating their basic rights, ensured by
the Yemeni laws and international
conventions.  

Muslims must aim higher, further
By: The Forum Against Islamophobia
& Racism (FAIR)

TT
he recent bomb plots to
wreak devastation on the
cities of London and
Glasgow are an urgent
reminder not only of the

need to sustain collective efforts in the
fight against terrorism, but that perhaps
it is high time we critically rethink our
methods in dealing with this challenge. 

Centring on what must be done
domestically, it is important to realise
that Muslim communities have
denounced, in force, all forms of terror-
ism and view this violence as an attack
as much on themselves as upon broader
society. It is widely understood that acts
such as these are designed to disinte-
grate community bonds and isolate the
indigenous Muslim population, foster-
ing a climate of alienation and fear
rather than one of confident multicultur-
alism. 

A short-term method of extinguishing
violent radicalism includes, most obvi-
ously, disrupting the ability of such
views to develop and spread. But we
need to work together - the Muslim
community, various government depart-
ments, non-Muslim NGOs and the
police - within a carefully thought-out
long-term strategy that will also include
short and mid-term measures. 

In tandem, Muslim organisations
must learn to shed their differences and
to support and cooperate with each other
rather than compete and undermine one
another's efforts. Confronting a serious
multi-dimensional problem such as this
can only be addressed if action goes
beyond games of self-interest, dogma
and the fulfilment of narrow agendas.
What is more, knee-jerk reactions result-
ing in ill-conceived measures will solve
nothing and fail to address the complex-
ities of the issue. As the Prime Minister,
Gordon Brown, has positively reiterat-
ed: we must not resort to panic. 

What we need to do is to win minds
and hearts by focusing on the intellectu-
al and theological dimension. Shari'a
(Islamic jurisprudence) specialists,
Muslim social scientists and scholars
must pool their resources to reinforce
the ongoing work to develop and dis-
seminate a set of legal guidelines for
minorities based on a methodology
incorporating the extremely important
but generally neglected discipline of
maqasid al-shari'a, that is the higher
aims and objectives of Islamic law.
Maqasid is a discipline which, if under-
stood and intelligently taught, employed
and applied, would seriously challenge
and undermine the extremist discourse
that portrays itself as inspired by Islam. 

Developing a system of laws for
minorities inspired by the higher aims of
Islam, meaning the practical translation
of faith in a non-Muslim context or soci-
ety, is to be based on the philosophy of
citizenship and the concept of positive
integration. This will help develop a

positive understanding and application
of Islam which also creates fertile
ground for respect of different cultural
identities and faiths. 

The public and wide dissemination of
scholarship in this area offers the best
possibility of defeating violent radicali-
sation as it will provide both under-
standing and actual rulings within
Islamic jurisprudence with the intent of
supporting democratic principles, equal-
ity, freedom, peaceful coexistence,
respect for difference and human rights.
All these are inherent within shari'a, but
are either ignorantly or intentionally
misinterpreted or misrepresented. Part
of this approach's benefit is the psycho-
logical alienation it can potentially mend
when Muslim youth are given the tools
to strengthen a sense of identity and
moral responsibility in their respective
societies.

Unfortunately, inclusion and partici-
pation, and the efforts by the Muslim
community to confront extremism and

violent radicalisation, are made almost
immediately impotent by sensational,
negative coverage by the media. We
have to appreciate and realise that the
relentless media assault is having alarm-
ing effects and is damaging these efforts.
In addition, we strongly caution against
former so-called jihadis who have hap-
pily "seen the light" and who now court
media attention as "the new experts on
Islam". Some, without a shred of guilt,
revel cavalierly in the limelight when
they should be seeking forgiveness for
the contributions they may have made to
the spread of radicalisation during their
militant days. 

In conclusion, the concepts of human-
ism, citizenship, democracy, co-exis-
tence, pluralism and shared values will
be better taught, understood and realised
once such set of guidelines for minori-
ties is developed and trust is built. The
ethos of a multicultural society based on
equality, respect and trust is today an
unrealised ideal, and what we have in its

place is a climate of fear and, at best, tol-
erance. We must seek to go beyond cre-
ating a culture of tolerance only.
Toleration is dangerous and fickle, a thin
crust which separates reason from vio-
lence, and which can easily crack under
the slightest pressure, and neither com-
munity will fully live at ease with the
other unless we understand how to stop
the anger being deliberately provoked
and spread on both sides, and how to
deal with it. 

Knee-jerk reactions underscored by
panic driven panaceas have not, and will
not, solve anything. Comprehensive,
carefully developed strategies will.

The Forum Against Islamophobia &
Racism (FAIR), founded in 2001, is an
independent charitable organisation
which works towards establishing a
safe, just and tolerant Britain in which
Islamophobia and racism have no place.
Source: Common Ground News Service
(CGNews).

The EU Moves Ahead At Last
By: Joschka Fische

WW
ith much noise and
commotion, the
European Union has
sidestepped catas-
trophe – but only

just. It was damned close. In a united
effort, a major crisis that would have
openly divided the Union for years to
come and which would have made
Europe a global laughingstock was
averted. 

The EU ran aground two years ago
when France and the Netherlands said
no to the European constitution. With
the new agreement, the Union has once
again started to move. 

While the mandate for an intergov-
ernmental conference to develop a new
treaty will create something less than a
constitution, the coming treaty will go
well beyond the present Treaty of Nice
– provided things go according to what
has been agreed. But two steep hurdles
still need to be overcome: the intergov-
ernmental conference and ratification
through the national parliaments or by
means of a referendum in all member

states. 
Still, German Chancellor Angela

Merkel can be proud of what was
achieved. It is her first real success in
international diplomacy. That Friday
night in Brussels involved very real
and tough decisions. The German
chancellor played for high stakes and
won. She deserves respect and recogni-
tion. 

If the new treaty comes into being,
the institutional reforms that the union
needs will become a reality, and a new
double majority voting procedure will
take effect, even if with some delay.
The EU has worked for 20 years on
these reforms. The enlarged Union,
inevitable when Europe’s Cold War
division ended in 1989, needed new
institutions to act efficiently and with
transparency. 

The new treaty is supposed to
become effective in 2009. Twenty
years seems to be what it takes Europe
to change, and that is anything but reas-
suring. 

The treaty calls for a new EU foreign
minister – although he is formally
denied that title, this is what everyone

will call him – with a strong adminis-
trative infrastructure in the European
Commission and the Council. The
rotating presidency will be replaced by
an elected President of the Council. A
new balance will be struck between the
EU and member states, and a stronger
role will be given to the European
Parliament and the national parlia-
ments. EU citizens will be endowed
with legally binding fundamental
rights, and majority decisions will
become the general norm. 

A high price had to be paid for this
agreement. The new treaty is not sim-
pler or more transparent than the reject-
ed Constitution, quite the contrary. And
the wrangling in the run-up to and in
Brussels itself surely did not contribute
to the EU’s popularity among its citi-
zens. Indeed, the damage sustained in
the process will linger. The following
consequences are already foreseeable: 

First, that night of hard negotiations
in Brussels reinforced the two-tier
Europe for the next two decades. The
recalcitrant states achieved a Pyrrhic
victory because it will quickly become
clear to them that, even if the EU is get-

ting a new institutional framework, the
avantgarde countries will decide
among themselves what the concrete
arrangements will look like. Enhanced
cooperation among these countries and
the Euro zone will be the instrument
for this. 

Second, Franco-German cooperation
has shown itself all the more indispen-
sable in the enlarged Union. Despite all
the differences that might exist
between the two countries – differ-
ences that are likely to grow – there is
no alternative to their alliance. 

Third, the UK has once again weak-
ened its own position within Europe.
Its policy of “opting out” keeps Britain
on the sidelines of the EU. This will
further reduce the importance of
Britain, both in Europe and in the
world. 

The political and economic signifi-
cance of all the mid-sized European
powers is waning, and they are shrink-
ing relative to the US and the rising
giants of Asia. Only a strong Europe
can provide the necessary counter-
weight. A UK that plays a marginal role
within the EU will thus lose its influ-

ence even faster, including its special
voice in the US. 

Fourth, Poland has to ask itself what
kind of role it wants to play within the
EU. Poland is an important country
within the Union. Properly considered,
Poland’s existential interests, its
geopolitical location, and its history,
demand that it do everything to con-
tribute as much as possible to a strong
EU. Instead, the nationalistic govern-
ment in Warsaw is bent on isolating
itself within Europe. 

The Poles should ask themselves the
following question: Would, Poland’s
traditional security concern, Russia, be
happy or sad if the Polish government
had really carried out its threat and
used its veto to block the Brussels
agreement? The answer is clear: of
course, the Russians would have
rubbed their hands in jubilation and
secretly celebrated the twin brothers at
the head of the Polish state. 

Ukraine, on the other hand, whose
cause in Europe the Poles ostensibly
champion, would have been in serious
difficulties in the wake of a Polish veto.
It is not for nothing that Ukraine’s

President Viktor Yushchenko tried, or
so it is said, to make this clear to the
Polish leadership in several telephone
calls. 

The damage to German-Polish rela-
tions also goes beyond the spat
between the two governments, and
reaches deep into both German and
Polish societies. It will not be easily
repaired. This is important because a
consistent European policy toward
Russia – one of the key urgent chal-
lenges facing Europe – depends on
close cooperation between Poland and
Germany. 

As I said, it is too early to celebrate.
The time for celebrations will come
only after the new treaty is ratified.
Indeed, the circumstances under which
the Brussels compromise has been
reached leave a bitter aftertaste. But
still, last Friday the EU took a decisive
step in the right direction. 

Joschka Fischer, a leader in the Green
Party for nearly 20 years, was
Germany's Foreign Minister and Vice
Chancellor from 1998 to 2005.source:
Project Syndicate.
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By: Dr. Mohammed Al-Alie
For Yemen Times

II
n light of World Population Day,
which concentrates this year on
maternal health and the necessity
of men’s partnership in matters
related to women’s health, further

attention should be paid to a number of
measures, which if followed will ensure
maternal health, particularly during
pregnancy and delivery. The high rate of
maternal mortality (death of women
while pregnant or within 42 days after
termination of pregnancy), particularly
in developing countries, has made this
phenomenon of global concern. In
Yemen, over 360 out of 100,000 women
die as a result of pregnancy and delivery
complications, according to recent stud-
ies.

This high number of death among
pregnant women in our country indicates
the extent of poor health services and
lack of antenatal and primary healthcare
among pregnant women. In addition,
lack of health education, exceeding rates
of low income amongst Yemeni citizens,
absence of free health care within public
hospitals and the high cost of health
services in private hospitals has exacer-
bated the problem.

With this revelation, it should be con-
firmed that antenatal care is the only way
to reduce and prevent maternal mortality.
It is also considered an important issue
towards which men can play a major
role, as they have the required privileges
educationally, socially and politically
and, hence, can contribute real progress
to one of the most serious issues that
concern women.

Antenatal Care (ANC) means “care
before birth” and includes education,
screening, counseling and treatment to
monitor and promote the wellbeing of
the mother and fetus. Adequate antenatal
care is vital for the delivery of a healthy
baby from a healthy mother. The aims of
ANC include assessment and treatment
of potential maternal risks as well as
detecting dangerous symptoms like vagi-
nal bleeding, headache, leakage of fluid
from vagina, urinary tract infection and
other infections. The increase of blood
pressure during pregnancy is also dan-
gerous and requires consultation and
monitoring by doctors.

In addition, assessment and manage-
ment of the fetus is of vital importance to
ensure the well-being of both the fetus
and the mother. This helps avoid any
life-threatening complications that may

occur before and after delivery.
To achieve these objectives, medical

history and clinical examination using a
combination of methods including bio-
logical and hematological tests as well as
ultrasound diagnosis are needed to main-
tain maternal physical and mental well-
being, prevent preterm delivery, antici-
pate difficulties and complications upon
delivery, ensure the birth of a healthy
infant and assist the couple in prepara-
tion for parenting.

Regular doctors visits are a significant
factor in detecting, controlling and pre-
venting many diseases, such as
preeclampsia (increased blood pressure
and collection of fluid due to excretion
of protein in urine). If not treated, this
disease may lead to death.                        

Malnutrition and anemia of pregnant
women, two conditions prevalent in

Yemen, lead to low birth weight, preterm
labor, and increased risk of complica-
tions even after delivery.
Malpresentation and position of a fetus
may also lead to the obstruction of labor.
In addition, some infections during preg-
nancy lead to congenital abnormalities,
such as German measles, and may cause
abortion.

Schedule of routine antenatal visits
Women should schedule at least four vis-
its to antenatal clinics during every preg-
nancy, but may need to schedule more
according to the condition of the mother.
The first visit should occur as soon as the
pregnancy is diagnosed, the second visit
in the 6th month of pregnancy, the third
visit in the 8th month of pregnancy and
the last visit during the 9th month of
pregnancy. However, if a woman experi-
ences hypertension (increase in blood
pressure) or anemia, she should visit the
doctor more regularly, especially during
the 8th month of pregnancy. 

General advice to pregnant women
1. Advice on danger signs: Pregnant
women are advised to go to their local
hospital or health centre immediately,
day or night, WITHOUT waiting if signs
such as vaginal bleeding, convulsions,
severe headaches with blurred vision,
fever, weakness and inability to get out
of bed, rapid or difficult breathing occur.
In addition, pregnant women should go
to the health centre as soon as possible if
any signs of fever, abdominal pain, feel-
ing of illness, or swelling of fingers, face
or legs occur.

2. Diet during pregnancy: Pregnant
women differ in required amount of
nutrients. However, expectant mothers
need more than 2500 calories in general
per day. In fact, pregnant women need
15% around (300-500 cal) more per day
than non-pregnant women. Keep in mind
that the most important thing is the qual-
ity - not the quantity - of diet. For exam-
ple, more proteins are needed with 2g of
protein per every kg of body weight
daily. So, if the mother’s bodyweight is
70kg, then she needs 140g of protein
daily.

Fat should be restricted
Also, pregnant women need about 5000
international units of vitamin A daily.

Vitamin B is essential because its defi-
ciency may cause vomiting of the preg-
nant woman. Folic acid deficiency may
lead to anemia and is therefore essential
for pregnant women and fetal growth,
with about 0.5 g recommended daily. In
addition, lack of Vitamin C may lead to
post delivery bleeding. Vitamin C is
found in a lot of fruits and should be con-
sumed daily. 

All vitamins can be consumed through
vegetables and fruits and there is no need
for medication, except in the case of iron
and folic acid, which should be taken in
the form of tablets. Iron also should be
supplemented by medication because the
daily requirement of iron cannot be sup-
plied by normal diet. It is very important
for the fetus and mother.

Calcium is also necessary because
pregnant women need more calcium
than normal. One liter of milk daily is
necessary for pregnant women (equal to
1.2 g of calcium daily). Deficiency of
calcium leads to bone fragility in the
mother, manifested as pelvic and back
pain, which is a common complaint of
pregnant women. 

Pregnant women must avoid bad
habits such as smoking, which increases
the risk of abortion, preterm labor, and
growth restriction of fetus in addition to
affecting other aspects of a child’s phys-
ical and mental development.
Consumption of coffee, tea and choco-
late should be minimized during preg-
nancy and sleep should be 8 hours at
night and 2 hours rest during the after-
noon.  

Sexual intercourse should be avoided
only if there is risk of abortion or preterm
labor and clothing should be loose.

To conclude, the only way to decrease
the high maternal mortality rate in our
country is through effective antenatal
care and proper health services for preg-
nant women.  Antenatal care and educa-
tion should be integrated and not sepa-
rated in order to raise awareness among
all people, men and women, about the
importance of following proper medical
procedures and precautions. Increasing
focus on prenatal diagnosis and seeking
the “perfect child” should not detract
from the joys of pregnancy. There is a
need to continually update and improve
our current method of antenatal care. The
move towards a more educational
approach to antenatal care should be
based on sound scientific evidence.

More efforts should be exerted

Maternal Health: Multi-angled issue

Hazem Abdullah Ali Hazem, a young
boy, suffers from cerebral palsy, which
has caused him severe disability.
According to the medical report issued
from Taliban Medical Hospital (27-9-
2006), Hazeem needs extensive physical
therapy for eight moths at the cost of
$7500. His family appeals charitable peo-
ple to assist him in being able to gain
access to the proper medication and ther-
apy needed for his recovery.

For more information please contact:
733928524, 01509709, 
01268661 (Qaid Al-Radfani)

Appeal

At an advanced stage during pregnancy, a fetus may become capable of

feeling pain. This is why it is important to take of the mother’s mental and

physical health for the wellbeing of the child.



By: Hadas Kroitoru
The Media Line Ltd.
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ordanian citrus farmer Faridoon
Naimi doesn't recommend get-
ting into the agriculture business.
His 50-acre orchard is not exact-
ly the most fruitful venture,

requiring more work to sustain than
oranges it provides, he says. Of the many
challenges Faridoon faces, one of the
most devastating is barley the size of his
finger nail. 

When it comes to agriculture, the
Mediterranean fruit fly, or Medfly, is
more than just a nuisance; it is one of the
world's most destructive insects. 

If not controlled, the flying pest can
attack and ravage over 300 varieties of
fruits and vegetables. Farmers in the
Middle East have generally relied on
chemical pesticides to protect their crops
from the fly, but international markets are
increasingly applying stricter regulations
on fruit and vegetable imports. This
means Israeli, Jordanian, and Palestinian
farmers must insure their produce is
almost entirely chemical-free if they hope
to compete in the lucrative markets of the
U.S., Europe and Japan.    

While pesticides assure the fruit from
Naimi's orchard in North Shuneh is fly-
free, his use of a chemical pest control
system means distribution is limited to
the local market. It also means his citrus
is more likely to produce health and envi-
ronmental risks.   

Meanwhile, south of Naimi's orchard
in Ghor Safi, Zuhair Jweihan grows cit-
rus fruits and vegetables on 370 acres of
his families land in the southern Jordan
Valley. Jweihan says that almost 100 per-
cent of his crops are free of the Medfly,
but more importantly, his citrus is pesti-
cide-free as well. 

Jweihan's crops and those of countless
other farmers in the southern Arava
Valley of Israel and Jordan are being pro-
tected through a trans-border cooperative
venture called the Arava Medfly
Eradication Program (AMEP).

The program has harnessed the expert-
ise of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) and the tools of nuclear
science to use an environmentally-friend-
ly form of pest-control known as the
Sterile Insect Technique (SIT). 

The program's main line of defense: a
specially bred, sterile male medfly that
serves as a form of biological birth con-
trol.  

Millions of male-only modified
Medflies are released throughout the
region each week, produced at the mass-
rearing facility of Israeli company Bio-
Fly in the Beit She'an Valley at Kibbutz
Sde Eliyahu. The flies are bred, says
IAEA public information representative
Kirstie Hansen, to “crave sex.” Their
main ambition: to mate. Their efforts in
the wild, however, do not produce off-
spring, avoiding the “next generation” of
fruit flies and reducing the overall popu-
lation.

“It is an alternative control method for
the pests – an alternative to chemical
waste,” says Inbar Shouster-Dagan, the
professional manager at Bio-Fly, who
specializes in mass-rearing techniques of
the Vienna8 strand of the flies. The strand
was developed and bred in the Vienna
labs of IAEA, the institution sponsoring
the program with support from the UN
Food and Agriculture Organization
(FOA). 

The Israeli and Jordanian Ministries of
Agriculture have spent the last 10 years
working with AMEP to rid the region of
the Medfly. SIT Flies were originally
bred and shipped to the region from
Guatemala, but Bio-Fly, the only com-
mercial fly-production company in the
Middle East, was established by Israeli
mother company Bio-Bee at the begin-
ning of 2006, in order to localize fly pro-
duction and streamline the process. 

Every week, about 20 million sterile
male flies are produced at the facility and
about 18 million are released in the Arava
Valley by hand or by plane, says

Shouster-Dagan. While aircraft are gen-
erally prohibited from flying in the
restricted military air space dominating
the Valley region, an exception has been
made for the small Israeli plane that drops
the millions of buzzing beasts into the
agricultural land of Israel and Jordan
below. 

Thousands more flies are transferred
from the Bio-Fly facility, across the bor-
der, through a military checkpoint, and
into the hands of Jordanian program rep-
resentatives, to be released in the fields
and orchards of local farmers.  

The program's success is visible in the
agricultural settlements of the Arava
Valley, between the Dead and Red Sea in
southern Israel, where since fly release
began in 1998, local farmers have been
able to export 10-25% of their fruits and
vegetables to the United States, according
to Israeli farmer and former AMEP R&D
head Ezra Ravins. This is compared to
zero percent before AMEP helped qualify
the Arava Valley as a Medfly-free zone,
he says. 

“On the Israeli side, there is no ques-
tion as to the benefits,” says Ravins. 

“It has had a very significant impact. It
has allowed us to export peppers, egg-
plants [and] tomatoes to the states.
Without the project, we couldn’t do it,”
says Dr. Eldad Landes, director of Plant
Protection and Inspection Services at the
Israeli Ministry of Agriculture.

According to IAEA Mideast MedFly
Program Management Officer, Jean
Pierre Cayol, compared to the $700,000
worth in vegetable exports in 1998-99,
last year Israel's Arava Valley produced
$150 million in vegetable exports, mostly
bell peppers and tomatoes. It is a combi-
nation of SIT, insect-proof greenhouses
and other pest control methods that insure
commodities are fly-free, says Cayol,
making them ripe for export to the U.S. 

Today, AMEP representatives are hop-
ing the program will allow Israeli farmers
to break into the highly restrictive
Japanese market. Landes says they are
also planning to extend the program to
cover northern Israel, Ramat Hanadiv,
Ein Habesor, and Beit Jaan by early 2008. 

“In the future we want to cover all of
Israel and the region with the flies,” says
Bio-Fly Director Dael Levy. 

Across the border into the fields and
orchards of southern Jordan, from Aqaba
city to Mazra'a, implementation of the
program has allowed local farmers to
protect their crops, decrease pesticide-
use, and expand their export opportuni-
ties, as in the case of Zuhair Jweihan,
who just two months ago received a
EurepGAP certificate, confirming his
Good Agricultural Practices (GAP).
Jweihan also exports his fruits and veg-
etables to Lebanon, Syria and the Gulf
States. 

“I think the challenges Jordanian farm-
ers face is in marketing their produce to
new demanding markets, says Jordan's
MedFly project coordinator Mary
Bahdousheh, head of pest control at the
Jordanian Ministry of Agriculture. “They
have high quality produce and what they
lack is high-price markets.” 

When flies were released in Jordan six
years ago, Cayol says the losses incurred
from Medfly, which were destroying up
to 50% of crops, were decreased immedi-
ately. Today, less than 1% of fruits and
vegetables are infested, says
Bahdousheh. The plan will soon be
extended to include the northern region
of Jordan, from Rayan to North Shuneh,
where Naimi is hoping his citrus orchard
will receive a badly needed boost. 

Into the Gaza Strip and West Bank, the
Palestinian Ministry of Agriculture hopes
that its farmers too will soon be able to
fully participate in the alliance to fight the
medfly. Three-hundred thousand dollars
in bulk orders for the sterile medfly have
already been placed, but the campaign
has been postponed due to political cir-
cumstances. 

“It is a pity,” says Dael Levy, explain-
ing that when Hamas took power in the
Palestinian territories, official coopera-

tion was terminated.
In the mean time, with assistance from

the IAEA and FOA, the PA is using other
methods to fight the medfly.  

General Director of Plant Protection
and Species Services of the Palestinian
Ministry of Agriculture, Zakaria Omran,
says that in the Gaza Strip, a low-toxic
bait spray is being used to fight the med-
fly in citrus and guava orchards. In addi-
tion, over 500 pheromone traps have
been set in the area in order to monitor
the fly.  

Results of local efforts have been
good, he says, with the infestation rate of
local crops at less than 1%.  

In terms of plant protection, Omran
says Israel and the Palestinian Authority
have very good relations – “we are
friends,” he says. Yet the problem of get-
ting those modified Medflies over the
border does not lie in his hands.

“It is political,” he says. “We can't do
anything. 

“Israel and Jordan can not succeed
without cooperation from us,” he says,
noting that if Medfly infestation is not
addressed in Gaza and the West Bank, it
will likely spread.  

“Flies know no border,” he says. 
Palestinian citrus farmer and head of

the Palestinian Agricultural Engineers
Union, Muhammad Munzir A-Rais,
agrees. 

“Insects know no boundaries,” he says,
noting the many other indirect losses felt
by Palestinian farmers as a result of the
security situation. 

“Because of the closures, pesticides
don't arrive at the Gaza Strip on a regular
basis.” Merchandise also takes a long
time to reach markets because of check-
points, and sometimes doesn’t make it at
all, he says.  

With all the negative aspects of the
political situation, sharing the technology
of SIT was one potential positive advan-
tage, A-Rais says. He blames Israel for
not implementing the program in the
Gaza Strip and West Bank.    

“The problems are political. It saddens
me very much that the Israeli side until
now does not understand the reality,” he

says.    
AMEP is an area-wide control project

for a reason, and indeed, results are much
better when flies are released throughout
the entire region in large numbers. 

“We are concerned [the flies will cross
the border]. We will find a solution to
cope with this though, because, really, the
farmers need this. The crops will be dam-
aged without it. They know it and we
know it,” says Landes. 

Despite the political situation, all sides
of the program are looking forward to
continued cooperation on the agricultural
initiative, which has already helped build
trust between the parties through its joint
conferences, meetings and visits by
Jordanian farmers to Israel.

In fact, representatives close to the

project say SIT is nuclear technology that
can be used for peace, in a region where
the two concepts together seem nothing
more than counterintuitive. 

“[Cooperation] has been one of the
biggest successes of this project. We
know the technology works. So the major
bottleneck at the beginning was to work
through the political differences, says
Cayol. 

“We have Jordanian farmers for the
first time in their lives going to Israel to
talk to farmers . . . At the level of farmers
in the field, this has made a difference –
enhancing their respect, and overcoming
their beliefs that they are enemies.

“All the type of cooperation you don’t
see in the newspapers – that’s happening
here every day.”
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“Flies know no border”

If not controlled, the flying pest can destroy over 300 varieties of fruits and vegetables.
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By: Nisreen Shadad

YY
emen became an Islamic
province in 628 A.D, and
the first Islamic coins
were issued under the
‘Abbasid Caliphate. No

evidence has been found to confirm the
exact date of minting of the first Islamic
coins. “It is very hard to specify the par-
ticular year as a result of the lack of evi-
dence and information on this issue,”
Abdul Aziz al-Gendari, general trustee of
the national museum in Sana’a. From the
limited information currently available,
evidence of the oldest Islamic coin dates
back to 156 Hijri, during the Caliphate of
Abi Ja’afar al-Mansour. It carried the
name of the crown prince al-Mahdi and
was displayed in a museum in Istanbul,
Turkey. 

Minting of coins has existed within
various Yemeni kingdoms of the past,
such as al-Zaydya kingdom in Sa'ada, al-
Zyadia and al-Najahya kingdoms in
Zabeed, and al-Rasulya and al-Taherya
kingdoms. In addition, coins where man-
ufactured during the Mamaleak and
Othmani periods, during the rule of
Hamead al-Dean, and within the two
Yemeni republics.   

The Global History of Currencies
(GHOC) mentioned that silver coins
were issued in Sana’a in 788 A.D and
gold coins were produced in 835 A.D.

During the second half of the 11th centu-
ry, the Sulayhi rulers (1047-1138 A.D)
began to issue coins in the Egyptian
Fatimi style. In 1174 A.D,Turanshah, the
brother of Saladin, conquered Yemen and
began issuing Ayyubid-style silver coins.

The Ottomans issued gold, silver and
copper coins in the Ottoman style,
Ottoman coins from Egypt and Syria, as
well as Maria Theresa thalers. Maria
Theresa was the Queen of Hungary and
Bohemia, Archduchess of Austria (the
title of Empress came in 1745 A.D. when
her husband, Francis Stephen, was elect-
ed Holy Roman Emperor). The silver
thaler was the currency of the Roman
Empire and the Austrian hereditary lands.
It was very important for trade with the
Levant (parts of Turkey, Lebanon, and
Syria) and became the best-known and
most popular silver coin in the Arabian
peninsula. 

Al-Gendari revealed that during peri-
ods of Islamic rule, people continued to
use similar coins; however, they strove to
inscribe several Islamic statements, such
as “There is no God but Allah,” on the
coins. In 76 Hijri, the Amawi Caliph
Abdul Malik Ibn Marwan started to
translate all inscriptions into Arabic.
There is no evidence of the minting of
coins in Yemen during the Amawi period.

When Yemen unified, coins had been
issued in Northern Yemen in denomina-
tions of 1,5,10, 25 and 50 fils and 1 R.S.

However, the fils denominations have all
disappeared from circulation. In 1993,
new coins were introduced by the Central
Bank of Yemen in denominations of 1
and 5 R.S. These were followed by 10
R.S. coins in 1995 and 20 R.S in 2004. 

At the time of unification in 1990, the
Central Bank of Yemen issued notes in
denominations of 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100
R.S. In 1993, the 1 and 5 R.S notes were
replaced by coins, with the same happen-
ing to the 10 R.S notes in 1995. In 1996,
200 R.S notes were introduced, followed
by 500 R.S in 1997 and 1000 R.S in
1998. The 20 R.S notes were replaced by
coins in 2004.

Illustrations of Yemeni Currencies  
Buqsha;
Buqsha is a former monetary unit of the
Kingdom of Yemen. This term came
from the Turkish word Bagja or Bgja and
it indicates a bundle of dirhams. In
Sana'a, buqsha means a piece of cloth in
which clothes are placed and tied up. The
term buqsha did not indicate a particular
amount of money. One riyal during the
periods of the Imamate in Yemen, as well
as after the revolution is equivalent to 40
buqsha, according to al-Gendari.   

Abbasi period (750 - 1258) 
On the coin’s front is written,
“Mohammad is the messenger of Allah,
al-Mahdi Muhammad; Caliph’s son and
Mohammad is the messenger of Allah
sent with guidance.”  On its back is writ-
ten, “There is no God but Allah, who has
no partners.” 

The oldest Abbasi dirham manufac-
tured in Yemen, in Sana’a was in 169
Hijri and it is kept in the national muse-
um of Qatar. Written on the front of the
dirham is, “There is no God but Allah
who has no partners,” and on the back,
“Al-Abbas, Muhammad is the messenger
of Allah.” 

Another dirham, manufactured in
Sana’a, dates back to 173 Hijri. It carried
the name of Harun al-Rashead and his
governor in Yemen during the period
(170-173 Hijri), ‘Al-Ghatreaf bin Atta’a
al-Canadi’.

The Abbasi dinar was produced during
the period of the Caliph Mahdi in 167
Hijri. Another dinar was produced in the
period of Harun al-Rashead, dating back
to 171 Hijri. It included an inscription of
al-Rashead’s name as well as the name of
his governor in Yemen, al-Canadi. Al-
Canadi is the first governor to have his
name inscribed on a coin. 

Yemeni kingdoms and Imam
Currencies 
During the Rassuli period (626-858
Hijri/1229-1454 A.C), mintage started
under the auspice of Sultan Omar bin
Rasul, also called Nor al-Dean. 

During the Yahya Bin Hamid al-Dean
period, various coins were produced,
such as quarter of the tithe, one-eighth of
tithe and one tenth of the tithe.  They
were mostly made of copper. The inscrip-
tion on the front stated, “There is no God
but Allah,” and on the back, “Allah's
advocacy.”

Ahmed bin Hamid al-Dean manufac-
tured copper buqsha similar to that pro-
duced under his father, however, he also
manufactured coins made of aluminum.
Similar inscriptions were written on the
front and back. The main difference,
however, is what was drawn on the outer
space of the coin, which would usually
include the name of the ruler and some
type of drawing, such as stars.

Indian rupees were used in Aden,
while both Indian rupees and Maria
Theresa thalers were used in the protec-
torates of southern Arabia. Some smaller
coins were issued by local states. British
Indian currency was the official legal
tender in Aden from 1839 to 1951.
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uhammad Ahmed
Abdul-Wali (1939-
1973) was a Yemeni
storywriter, play-
wright, and novelist.

His father was from Al-A'aboos in
Ta'izz province and left for Aden,
escaping the pursuit of the Imam who
was chasing him due to his active role
in a liberal movement that called for the
overthrow of the Imamate in Yemen.
His father emigrated to Ethiopia and
settled down in Addis Ababa looking
for resources that would ensure a better
life for himself and his family.
Muhammad Abdul-Wali was born on
November 12, 1939 in Debre Birhan to
an Ethiopian mother and spent his
childhood in Addis Ababa. In 1946, at
the age of six, Abdul-Wali visited
Yemen briefly before returning to
Ethiopia to join the Yemeni-Ethiopian
Community School in Addis Ababa.
He ventured once again to Yemen in
1954, married his first wife, at which
time he returned to Addis Ababa. In
1955 after finishing his preparatory
school in Ethiopia, Abdul-Wali depart-
ed to Egypt and joined Al-Maadi
Standard Secondary School, after
which he studied at Al-Azhar Institute.

In 1956, Abdul-Wali participated in
establishing the first Yemeni Students
Union in Cairo and was expelled from
Egypt in 1959 because of belonging to
left-wing and communist groups. He
left Egypt for the former Soviet Union,
where he spent two years at Gorky's
Institute for Arts in Moscow. He
returned to Yemen after the Yemeni
revolution in 1962 and was appointed
to several governmental positions,
including general manager of Yemen
Airlines Company, general manager of
the Presidency Office, and chargé d’af-

faires for Yemen's embassies in
Moscow, Berlin, and Mogadishu. He
eventually resigned from his govern-
mental positions and established a pub-
lishing house in Ta'izz. 

Abdul-Wali was imprisoned in 1968
for one year and in 1972 for 8 months
because of his two stories "Uncle Saleh
Al-Amrani" and "Pot's Wolf" which
depict the trials of life in prison. After
his second departure from prison,
Abdul-Wali traveled to Aden by presi-
dential authorization where he settled
down. “Al- Sharara" newspaper and
then published posthumously in 1973,
performing translations into several
languages including English in 2002.

One of Abdul-Wali's other distin-
guished works, "Sana'a Madynah
Maftuha" (Sana'a, an Open City), por-
trays the effects of both intellectual
backwardness and emigration on the
ultimate demise of the novel's main
characters. The story profoundly
embodies the social-political conflict in
Yemeni society during the first period
of political struggle against the
Imamate and also depicts Yemeni peo-
ple's eagerness to get rid of the oppres-
sors and build a new and free society.
"Sana'a, an Open City" is the second
part of a literary trilogy Abdul-Wali
planned to write after his first novella,

"They Die Strangers," and was includ-
ed among the selection of 105 best
Arabic novels in 2003 issued by the
Union of Arabic Authors in Damascus.
The novel also faced accusations of
disbelief and Abdul-Wali was charged
with insulting Islam and disrespecting
Islamic sanctities. "Sana'a, an Open
City" was published posthumously in
1978 by Al-Awda, a Lebanese publish-
ing house and was translated and pub-
lished in France in 1989.

Other literary works of Abdul-Wali
include a collection of short stories
published posthumously in "Al-Hikma
Al-Yamania Magazine" entitled, "Al-
'Amm Saleh Al-'Amrani" (Uncle Saleh
Al-Amrani), and also two other plays
published in 1981. Several works of
Abdul-Wali were translated into
French, English, German, and Russian.
In 2006 Abdul-Wali's last short story
collection, "Al-Rayhana" (The Basil),
was published by the Yemeni Society
of Authors, and included a group of
short stories published for the first time.

During the peak of his literary
career, Abdul-Wali died after a short
life at the age of 34 during a mysterious
plane explosion on April 30, 1973
while on a journey to Hadhramout in
Yemen. Up until the last moments of
his life, Abdul-Wali held drafts for
unpublished stories and an unfinished
novel which he planned to correct and
review.

Abdul-Wali's composed over 33 lit-
erary works and his portfolio is diverse,
including short stories, novellas, plays,
and novels. In 1966 the first short story
collection of Abdul-Wali, entitled "Al-
'Ardh Yaa Salma" (Land, Salma), was
published in Beirut, Lebanon, and
included stories from his earliest liter-
ary works which were written while he
was a student in Egypt. In his first col-
lection, Abdul-Wali tackled the phe-
nomena of emigration and emigrant
labor. He discoursed on abandoned
lands that emigrants leave for their
female partners and his hatred for emi-
gration, requesting people to attach
their destinies to their own lands under
any circumstances. "Land, Salma" is
the first published Yemeni short story
collection and was featured in the
UNESCO project, "A Book in a
Newspaper," in 2006. The collection
includes several short stories such as
"Allatma" (The Slap), "Ala Tareeq
Asmara" (The Road to Asmara), and
"Lawn Almatar" (The Color of Rain).
Abdul-Wali's second collection of short
stories was issued in 1972. Entitled
"Shai'a Ismuh Alhaneen" (Something
Named Nostalgia), it includes short sto-
ries such as "Laitaho Lam Ya'aud" (I
hope He Hasn't Returned), "Mumis"
(Prostitute), and "Asdiqa'a Alramad"
(Friends of Ashes).

Muhammad Abdul-Wali is consid-
ered the pioneer of modern-realistic
story-writing in Yemen. His novella,
"Yamotoon Ghuraba'a" (They Die
Strangers), is one of his most important
literary works which focuses on poor,
marginalized, and sometimes forgotten
Yemeni emigrant laborers who survive
outside of Yemen under difficult cir-
cumstances. The novella also portrays
the life of a simple Yemeni character of
limited awareness, who emigrates to
another land dreaming of the welfare
and freedom that lacks in his home-
land.

Muhammad Ahmed Abdul-Wali

(Pioneer of modern-realistic

story-writing)

By: Saddam al-Ashmuri

GG
erman artist Barno
Heitmann held a solo exhi-
bition with the theme
“Every Man Has a Dream”
at Bab al-Yemen Gallery

from June 28 to July 5. 
Heitmann’s pictures convey the impor-

tance of there being a strong attachment
between the Creator and His creation. He
stated, “God is like the father and we are
His sons. If the relationship between the
father and his sons is bad, the son never is
able to talk with his father and express his
pain.”

Each person has his own dream and
vision in this life, something Heitmann
tried to exemplify in the body of his work,
particularly in the piece that bore the
name of his exhibition’s theme.  “I sym-
bolized in this picture Josef‘s dream. He
dreamt of eleven planets as well as the
sun and the moon prostrating to him.
Then by the time his dream was achieved,
Josef occupied a high position in his
nation.”

The message Heitmann is eager to con-
vey is that every body has a vision, but
true fulfillment comes from God. “I like
Josef’s story very much, because this per-
son had a dream and encountered hard-
ship and then God elevated him to a high

position.”
This story bares resemblance to

Heitmann’s life, therefore when asked
about his dream, he refused to answer
saying, “Josef’s father warned his son
against revealing his dream in order to
avoid creating more enemies against him
who would consequently try to prevent
him from fulfilling his dream. We should
work and trust in the fulfillment of God
because the fulfillment may come in
unexpected ways.”

Moreover, Heitmann’s intention in
sharing this story was to show that God
does not have something against us; there
is a purpose behind any hardship and
trouble we face.    

In another picture, Heitmann depicts
Mariah Mountain which is located in Al-
Quds (Jerusalem). Two events, according
to him, took place in this mountain. The
first event was with Abraham when he
was commanded to slaughter his son as a
sacrifice. Then the king came to him and
gave him a sheep to sacrifice in his son’s
place. According to Heitmann, a similar
story took place with Jesus when he was
crucified to cleanse people of their sins,
according to the Bible. Commenting on
this piece, Heitmann stated, “The sheep
was used to clean our sins, and Jesus was
crucified for the same reason. I do not
mean that Jesus is a sheep, but I used a
sheep here as a symbol for the cleansing

of people’s sins.”
Heitmann revealed that this exhibit is

the fifth in his career in Yemen. “The first
one took place in 2000 at the Cultural
Center in Sana’a. The second exhibit was
at the Cultural Center in Hajja.  The third
was in Taiz, at the Hail Saeed
Foundation,” he commented, adding, “I
used to come to Yemen as a visitor, how-
ever, now I aim to remain for long since I
don’t have a limited period of time to
stay.”

Heitmann’s travels have exposed him
to man’s constant chase after material
success in order to gain happiness. “I have
traveled to 40 countries and I see how
many are longing for honor, money and
power to have the peace in their minds

and happiness in their hearts. They think
with such things they will have peace, but
they will not…they become empty-heart-
ed and addicted to drugs or alcohol.”

Heitmann is a lawyer by trade however
he prefers to work as a volunteer at a
Yemeni Swiss organization in Hajja.  True
happiness is not achieved from what you
gain, but from what you give, therefore he
likes to work in Hajja, an area populated
with many people in need of creative and
inspirational projects.

Calligraphy is another art in which
Heitmann specializes, as he shared with
us that “for two years, I studied the Arabic
language in Jordan. Then, I began to buy
some books that taught different calli-
graphic styles.” In his portraits, Heitmann
incorporated some sentences written in
Arabic calligraphy.

Reflecting on his decision to remain in
Yemen, Heitmann shared, “The thing that
most attracted me to Yemen is the people.
They welcome the foreigners.  Many
Yemenis invited me to into their homes
though I did not know them. They deal
with us, as foreigners, humbly and I like
that.”

Yemenis, as Heitmann described, are
friendlier than other ethnic groups.
“Many people from different Arab coun-
tries came to my exhibit. They came to
take some pictures only and then left.
They were not ready to listen to my expla-
nation. Yemenis were the only ones who
came and were interested in what I had to
say.”

Barno Heitmann: Every man has a dream

Mariah Mountain depicts the symbol for the cleansing of people’s sins.

Ancient  Yemeni coins 

People running after honor, power

and money to gain peace, however

they loose it and became empty-

hearted, said Barno kingdoms of the Heaven.

Historical roots of Yemeni 
coin minting: An ‘Abbasid Legacy’

The process of minting coins in Yemen spans back thousands of

years. The use of currency in the Arabian Peninsula dates back to the

end of the fifth century B.C. Minting of local coins began in the

fourth century, with manufacturing of Athenian coins. Adoption of

Athenian currency was a direct result of the trading relationship in

areas between the south of the Arabian Peninsula and the

Mediterranean Sea. Evidence of coin minting within Yemen has been

found in connection with many time periods, particularly during the

Abbasid period.

Muhammad Ahmed Abdul-Wali



Two managers are

required in Saudi

Arabian Kingdom to

work as mangers in

micro-projects, with high

salary.

The qualifications:

• Bachelors in business

and management

• Good English in the

same field not less three

years

•The company will carry

the expenses of the visa

and residence

Contact: 733300007

Do you believe that

you are Creative Graphic

Designer? Yes?

We need you to join us.

Contact us

cva@snono.com

www.snono.com

Ibrahim Mohammed,

diploma engineering in

University Sana’a, tofel

course in American

Embassy, training police

academy in Qatar,,

Familiar in waste

h a z a r d o u s & n o n

hazardous contaminated

materials, Grey &

sewage waste.

C o n t a c t :

711186058/712386058-

01/600551

Mohammed, English

Bachelor, Computer

diploma, PC

maintenance diploma,

Photoshop knowledge,

Experience in 

T r a d i n g

correspendancees.

Contact: 711143948

Computer skills, high

school diploma, tofel ,

English, police academy

graduate, security/safety

officer, also a driver

Contact: 711 186 056

Fawaz Saleh Al-

Fattah. B.A (English).

Good in French, four

years experience in

teaching and translation

(has published books in

translation). Good skills

in computer(Word

+Excel + Internet)

Contact: 733023695

Mohammed Abass,

Completion of high

school, A diploma in  

secretary programs

(computer). a course in

microsoft Access XP.6

courses in English

language. Very good

communication skills in

English.

Contact: 711074676 

Sabri Mohammed,

Graduate of Aden

university, Computer

science, excellent in

English language and

two years experience in

shipping company.

Contact: 733577556

Teacher of Arabic

language for all levels,

specially for (9-12),

classes, long experience

in this field,(suitable

price).

Contact: 733946335

(Suliman)

Villa for rent, located

in Hadda, consist of 5

rooms ,2 baths ,1

kitchen, XXL Garden

with guard room, terrace

6 cars for only & 800 a

month.

Contact: 777408711

Office for rent. 1 room

or two plus toilet and

reception, very attractive

annual rent, located in

Tahreer.

Contact: 777270129

Apartment for rent,

Fully furnished(new), 4

rooms, 3 bathrooms,

kitchen full furnished,

Balkone, car parking,

house guard, new

building, 3mins away

from Sana’a shopping

center(Liby Center).

$800 per month. 

For further infos please

call: 733111534

For rent:

Accommodations with

Gardens in diplomatic 

area, Hadda, Al-Asbahi

and Bait Bous. Renting

prices in Accordance to

our (C.M.A) comparable

market Analysis.

Contact: 733 802 855

Ahmed

For sale: Zanussi

dryer.

Mode.#TD.230.T

C o n t a c t :

734388094

Others

Real Estate 
& Furniture

Job Seekers

Situation

Vacant

Al-Nasim Cargo Forwarders for

packing, customs clearance, domestic 

& international forwarding air & sea.

Contact: Al-Nasim cargo forwarder. 

Al-Zubairi St Sanaa. Tel: 275903 /

216048 / 407905

Cargo ®∫s

Classifieds15

Send your Free Ads by Fax: 268276 or by P.O.Box: 2579 Sana'a 

16 July16 July, 2007, 2007

Coupon for Free Classified Ads. (All Personal Ads - All Free of Cost)

For Sale  Required  Available For Lease  For Hire/Rent

Job Require  Situation Vacant   Others

Details: 

Contact Address:

Please cut this coupon and send it to Yemen Times fax:
268276 or P.O. Box 2579 - Sana’a 
For more info. contact:  268661/2/3

M&M Logistics &
Aviation Services. 

International Freight Forwarding

(Air/Sea/Land)

International Packing Standard

Warehousing (The biggest in

Sana’a)

International Worldwide Door to

Door Services.

Customs Clearance

(Airports/Ports/Border)

Arranging of Exemptions.

Over flying & Technical stops for

aircrafts at all Yemen Airports.

Tel :        01-531221/531231

Fax:       01-531130

Hot line: 733030062   (24 Hours)

Address: 36 Amman St, Sana’a –

Republic Of Yemen.

P.O. Box 15053, Sana’a – Republic Of

Yemen.

E-Mail:    m&mgenservices@y.net.ye

Website:   www.mmlogisticsyemen.com

Cargo
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Al-SHAIBANI RESTAURANT SUPER DELUX

Haddah st. infront of  Al- Komaim Center

Tel: 266375 - 505290

Fax: 267619

P.O Box: 5465

Ahmed Muraisi
Real Estate Rentals

Tel: 733802855
Hadda and Diplomatic Areas

For rent un-furnished flats

1-   Hadda-Madina, 4rms. 2 BTHS $ 350.00

2-   Hadda-Madina, 4rms. 2 BTHS $ 300.00

3-   Tahreer-downtown(office use only)A-3rms. $250

B-  4rooms $ 300.00(opp.side of TAJ.SHEBA)

•     Lovely two story villa, Hadda, 4 bed rooms, 

4 bths, large living rm.,dining rm.sm.garden. 

monthly $1,400

•     Super Lux two story villa, big garden 1200 M.SQ

Family home, located near Italian Embassy $2,000

•     Three story villa, new ALASBAHI, 11 Rooms $700

•    Hadda, two story w/Extra large garden $ 3,000

•    Fully furnished two story villa, Hadda, AUG.007

occupancy. 3BD,Rms.4BTHS, Garden. 

Monthly $1,800
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Hadda Str. Sanaʼa Infront of Yemenia Airline,
Tel: 240207 Fax: 268041,E-mail:ALZAHRA@Y.NET.YE

Al-Zahra Stationery
For School & Office Supplies
All  your needs All  your needs 

under one  under one  roof .roof .
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Trans Global Logistics

& Services Ltd.

We bring your World Closer
•  Air/Sea/Land forwarding.

•  Packing/Land Transportation.

•  International door to door services.

•  Warehousing /Logistical planning.

•  Customs clearance/Local  

Visa/Documentation handling.

•  Real Estate Services.

•  Ticking Reservations & General  

Tourism Services.

•  Courier Services.

Tel:-967-1-444226/440460

Fax:-967-1-445696

P.O.Box 16884, Sana'a Rep.of

Yemen

Email:transglobal@yemen.net.ye

Email:transglobal2@yemen.net.ye

Website:

www.transglobalyemen.com

Cargo

Electricity problems 177, Emergency Police 199,

Fire Brigade 191,Water Problems 171,  Telephone

enquires 118, Accident (Traffic) 194, Foreign

Affairs,  202544/7, Interior Affairs 252701/7,

Immigration 250761/3, Inter-City Bus Co. 262111/3,

Ministry of Communication 325110/1/2/3, Radio

Station  282061, Tourism 254032, TV Station

332001/2,  Red Crescent   203131/3,  Tel-Yemen

7522202, Y.net 7522227

Continental Airlin 278668/283082 

Egypt Air               273452/275061

Gulf Air 440922

Lufthansa                     213400/219252

Qatar Air ways Fax: 506038, Tel.506030/5

Shamil Bank of Yemen & Bahrain

Tel. 264775 ,264702. Fax. 264703,503350

Yemeni Banks:

Central Bank 274314/1

Yemen Commercial  Bank         Tel:  01 277224        

Fax: 277291 

International Bank of Yemen     Tel: 01 407030

Arab Bank                                Tel: 01 276585/2

CAC Bank                               Tel: 01 563813

Hertz Rent a Car Sana’a: 01-440309

Aden: 02-245625 

Budget    Tel: 01 309618 / 506372   Fax: 01240958

Europ Car              Tel: 01 270751  Fax: 01 270804

FORD/HYUNDAI     267791

MERCEDES-BENZ 01 - 330080

NISSAN Hodeidah: 200150/49, Sana’a: 400269 

OPEL / GM 203075

SUZUKI 02 - 346000

TOYOTA 445362/3

Computer Education     Aden: 02-237199

Infinit Education               Tel:444553

NIIT Quality_ 

Computer Education  Tel. 445518/7-442073

British Institute for languages & Computer 

Tel: 266222-Fax: 514755

Sana’a: 440170, Aden: 248177

Hodeidah:234982,   Ibb:411988

Mukalla 302641,Seuyn: 402469

M&M Logistics & Aviation Services

Tel: 01 531221/531231

Al-Nasim Cargo Forwarders   407905

World Link  Tel: 01 444550/441935

Yemen German Hospital (open heart sur-

gery) 

Tel. 418000, Fax: 418116

Modern German Hospital      Tel. 600000/602008

E-mail:felixpene@hotmail.com     Fax. 601889

Al-Jumhury Hospital       Tel: 01 274286/87

Hadda Hospital               Tel: 01 412981  

Al-Thawra Hospital         Tel: 01 246967/66

Versailles Hotel   Tel: 01 425970/1/2

Sheraton Hotel    Tel:  01 237500

Movenpick Hotel  Tel: 01 546666  Fax: 01 546000

Taj Sheba Hotel  Tel: 01 272372

Relax-Inn Hotel   Tel: 01 449871

Al-Watania Insurance  (Y.S.C.)

Sana’a 272713/874      Aden: 243490-242476

Taiz 250029                Hodeidah   219941/4/6

Marib Insurance Sana’a: 206129/8/13

Aden: 255668                       

Taiz:240927/34

Hodeidah: 219545/8

Yemen Islamic Insurance Co. Sana’a 284193, 

5 lines,        Taiz: 258881,    Aden: 244280

Yemen Insurance company Sana’a: 272806/

272962/43,      Aden: 247617 Taiz: 250345

Mukalla: 304292,             Hodeidah: 261839/17

Al-shaibani restaurant super delux

Tel: 266375 - 505290 Fax:267619

Sana’a International School  Tel: 01 370191/2 

Fax  370193

Rainbow Pre-School 414-026/424-433

International Turkish Schools  Sana'a       448258/9

Taiz       205593

Al-Majd Yemen School Tel: 206159

AL-JANDUL Supermarket.  Tel: 01-422610

Urwa Wautqa Int. Auth. Trans.  Arabic-English-

French -German-Russian-Italian- Spanish-Polish-

Dutch- Iranian-Turkish-Eriterea-Amharic.

Tel: 01-240515

Falcon Holidays      Tel: 444118 

Al-Nasim Travel      Tel: 270750

Universal Business Travel Center   Tel: 441158/9/60

American World University, Rep. by IS academy

Tel. 01 - 417441 Fax: 412039

University of Applied and Social Science

Sana’a: 412442 Fax: 412441

Aden: 234533 / 234960

Queen Arwa University        Tel:  449971/2

Sana’a University                 Tel:  250553/4/5

Alandalus University Tel:675567, Fax:675885

UNIVERSITIES

TRAVEL

Translations

Supermarket

SCHOOLS

RESTAURANT

INSURANCE COMPANIES

HOTELS

HOSPITALS

FREIGHT 

 FORWARDERS

COURIERS

COMPUTER EDUCATION 

AND INSTITUTES

CAR SHOWROOMS 

& SPARE PARTS

CAR RENTAL

BANKS

AIRLINES

√̧Æ‡‡UÂ±NL‡‡W

To particepate 

contact: 71200540
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CONSOLIDATED CONTRACTORS

INTERNATIONAL COMPANY - SAL

C O N S T R U C T I O N  O F  M E C H A N I C A L

A N D  H E AV Y  C I V I L  P R O J E C T S

Petrochemical plants, refineries.
Heavy, light industrial plants.

Power and desalination plants.

Fuel and water storage tanks.

Oil fields ancillary installations.
Air purification for industry

Marine docks, harbours, deep sea

berths & refinery terminals.

Offshore structures and underwater works.

Pipelines construction and maintenance.

Prefabricated accommodation & office facilities.
Sewage treatment plants & collection networks.

Airports, roads, highways, bridges & fly-overs.
High quality buildings & sports complexes.

Water treatment plants, reservoirs & distribution

systems.

Sanaa
Tel: (967-1) 441638
Fax: (967-1) 441630
E-Mail: ccc@cccyemen.com

Aden
Tel: (967-2) 377328
Fax: (967-2) 377716
E-Mail: cccaden@y.net.ye

Tel: 01 560031

Yemen’s first and most widely-read

English-language newspaper

• Automatic start/stop with
light barrier

• Auto-reverse and reverse
key for quick elimination of
paper jams

• Illuminated indicators for
standby, basket full, door
open and paper jam

• Electronics equipped with
microcontroller

• Large paper tray can be
folded away to save space

• Sealed, dust-free design -
casters for portable use

By: Nisreen Shadad & 

Mariam al-Yemeni

TT
he culture of violence

affects people’s behavior

and way of life, as well as

their thoughts and ideas.

More importantly, the

concept of violence sometimes is

considered synonymous with strength.

Therefore, people enforce such culture

in their homes, streets and schools. In

this article, we discuss the violent

behavioral patterns that take place

within homes, particularly violence

practiced against women.

Many Yemeni women are subjected

to physical as well as psychological

violence. The only outlet they have to

release their pain is through enacting

revenge against their attackers and

maintaining mental control of them.

Such acts are distant from the minds of

women who are not subjected to

violence. 

Umm Ahmed, a second wife, was

mixing the hilba, a Yemeni traditional

food, one day when suddenly she

started to mix it at a very fast and

abnormal speed. The first wife of her

husband asked her the reasoning

behind the sudden change, to which

she happily replied that she was

imagining her husband inside the

mixture. "I hope I could do it in reality

and see him suffer as he does when he

beats me without reason," Umm

Ahmed described. Such feelings and

behavior increase when her husband

makes her angry or beats her. 

Aisha Ali, a student in grade eleven

said, “My brother beats me, even if I

did a simple mistake. I'd like to have

the power to stop him from beating

me, but he is stronger than me.” She

added, “Sometimes when I knead the

dough, I imagine he is inside to feel I

have the power over him and can

knead him."

A level-four, university student who

preferred not to reveal her name said,

"The first image that comes to my

mind is slapping the man. I hate them

when they are showing off and feel

they are stronger than the woman.

They like to dominate everything. I do

not have a problem if the man

dominates, but most importantly the

ways they use to control."

Dhya'a Fadhl, a psychologist, said,

"When the woman is thinking such

thoughts, it means that she is subjected

to violence. Since she cannot defend

herself, her interior mind starts to think

of what she hopes to do; to defend

herself."

According to Fadhl, some women

don't think in such a way, as they were

raised to believe that a man has the

right to dominate and beat a woman.

"All men I have seen enforced the idea

that they are merciless and selfish. My

father beats my mother. He traveled

now to Saudi Arabia to work, but he

does not support us. I hoped my

brothers when they got older may feel

the oppression we live in and help us,

however they unfortunately have

gotten one lesson: manhood is to

control the woman and beat her," she

added.

Umm Muhammad Hamla, a

housewife, complained that her

husband is not merciful and always

shouts. She shared, "The only time my

husband told me he is so grateful

because I stand with him and I was so

patient with him when he wanted to

marry another wife. His excuses were

to give me rest." Hamla's husband has

a very strong personality. He does not

accept any comments or critiques

about his behavior. "I can not tell him

that he is wrong, so I dream sometimes

to strangle him," Hamla added.

Ayda al-Radaee, another

psychologist said, "These thoughts are

a means of releasing the feelings of

anger that cannot be applied in reality."

Umm Sahar, a housewife, found

another way to soothe her anger. She

beats her children, as they are the only

things she feels she has power over.

She added, “Whenever he [her

husband] is insulting me, I insult him

indirectly…I insult my children’s

father.”

Some women even commented that

if a man were to beat them, they could

not imagine beating or killing him,

because problems will increase.

Fatima Ali, a housewife, said she just

stays silent, rather than “introducing

the mater to him and showing him his

mistakes.” 

For women who have been spared

such treatment by their male family

members, the existence of such violent

thoughts among their female peers

surprises them. Hamm Abdu, a

housewife, would never think of

beating any of her male relatives. She

stated,  "My husband, my brothers and

my father love me so much, and I love

them too. They are merciful; therefore

such thoughts can never come to my

mind.”

Zaynab al-Mua’ad, an English

teacher at the Britain Institute, has no

violent thoughts. She belittles “such

men and such behaviors.”   

Abdul Rahman Barman, a lawyer

said, "The reasons behind these

thoughts are because the woman is so

sensitive, and a very simple thing can

hurt her. The second reason is when the

woman is beaten she cannot retaliate,

therefore she finds thoughts the best

way to take revenge. Sometimes, these

thoughts are transferred into actions." 

Linda, another lawyer, said there are

many women who have adopted the

belief that the man is better than her.

He has the right to beat her, but she

never has the right to complain. She is

the servant at home. If any one of her

brothers command her with something,

she is supposed to obey no matter

what. Linda shared, “I know a father

who said to his daughter, ‘you are just

a chair in this house, we can move it as

we want.’” She added that a woman

placed in this position feels a sense of

destruction and her dignity is ruined.

Her violent thoughts are merely an

expression of her violent

circumstances.
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A message to violent men:
“Beware what’s on her mind!”


